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ABSTRACT
The Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge, an anticlinal 
subsurface feature extends between the Monroe and Sabine 
uplifts, trends east-west through Bienville Parish flanked 
north and south by the Minden and Winnfield basins, 
respectively. The bridge separates the basins, and probably 
reflects the presence of a deep basement arch. This arch 
influenced the thickness of overlying strata, such as the 
Louann Salt. Salt thickness and flow greatly influence 
bridge structure through time.
Salt deformation was less on the bridge crest than the 
flanking basins because the salt is thinner on the crest. The 
bridge crest may reflect the basement arch crest. The 
basement arch may resemble the Triassic grabens of the 
southern Appalachians, bounded by similar graben faulting.
The earliest documentation of the bridge is upper 
Jurassic. Mesozoic rocks show the bridge to be
topographically higher than the basins, with lesser 
subsidence rates. This pattern persists from upper Jurassic 
through Cretaceous Taylor beds, although reduced in Taylor 
and Navarro time.
The structural configuration of the bridge in Bienville 
Parish can be divided into the stable portion, in the central 
western third of the parish, and the deformed portion to the 
east of the stable bridge. The stable bridge joins the
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Sabine uplift immediately west of the parish and is less 
modified by salt flow.
Bridge modification during its evolution were caused by 
salt flow beneath its flanks into piercement domes of the 
basins. Domal salt supply areas are synclinal "arms", 
extending from the basins onto the bridge flanks. These 
linear synclinal areas reveal the basin and bridge growth 
method. The bridge is a complex anticline dipping north into 
the Minden basin and south into the Winnfield basin. The 
basins are not structurally connected across the bridge 
demonstrating an independent growth history for each.
Independent growth histories indicate the "North 
Louisiana Syncline" is not an adequate description of the 
area between the Sabine and Monroe uplifts. This report 
suggests that the term "North Louisiana Syncline" should be 
replaced by "Minden basin," "Lake Bistineau Structural 
Bridge," and "Winnfield basin," which form the most important 
geological features between the Sabine and Monroe uplifts.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION1
Location
The area of this study is Bienville Parish, located in 
southern North Louisiana and comprises about 8 50 square 
miles. Figure 1 shows Bienville and adjoining parishes.
Geologic Setting
The subject of this study, the Lake Bistineau 
Structural Bridge, is located mainly within Bienville 
Parish, in the north central part of the Gulf Coastal 
Province, slightly north of the midpoint between the 
interior limit of the coastal plain, on the south flank of 
the Ouachita Mountains in Arkansas, 125 miles to the north, 
and the shoreline of the Gulf of Mexico, 190 miles to the 
south. The parish is located in Tertiary highlands between 
the Red River flood plain along the western margin of the 
parish and the Mississippi River flood plain whose western 
margin is 50 miles to the east of the parish. The 
Mississippi River itself is 75 miles farther east and flows 
south along its eastern floodplain margin.
'The content of this study is part of a more extensive 
report on the geology of Bienville Parish, Louisiana, prepared 
for the Louisiana Geological Survey. Portions of that report 
treating Cenozoic stratigraphy, surface geology, the six 
piercement salt domes, and the economic geology of the parish 
are not included here.
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During the Mesozoic, which is the study interval of 
this paper, the northern Gulf Coastal Province was the site 
of a relatively stable but subsiding shelf. Gulfward tilt 
of the east-west trending shelf resulted from differential 
subsidence, because the southern part of the shelf area 
having subsided at a greater rate than the northern part.
The subsiding shelf, however, encompassed both positive and 
negative regional features which affected its structure and 
stratigraphy. However, only two posiments, the Sabine 
uplift to the west and the Monroe uplift to the east, and 
two negaments, the Minden basin to the north and the 
Winnfield2 basin to the south (see Figure 1), influenced the 
structure and stratigraphy of the study area. Generally, 
Bienville Parish might be considered to occupy a position on 
a regional "structural saddle": structurally lower than the 
uplifts, but higher than the basins.
The structurally lower area between the Sabine and 
Monroe uplifts is commonly regarded as a northwest-southeast 
trending synclinal axis and designated the "North Louisiana 
Syncline." Usually, the axis is shown to trend across the 
central portion of Bienville Parish. The term "North 
Louisiana Syncline" is generally applied to the Interior 
Salt Dome region of Louisiana, which contains 19 known 
piercement salt stocks. Anderson (1979), however,
2The term "Winnfield basin" is proposed by E. G. Anderson 
(1979).
subdivides the Interior Salt Dome region into two salt dome 
basins: the Minden basin (5 salt domes) and the Winnfield
basin (14 salt domes). The data of this study corroborate 
this subdivision by demonstrating that the two basins have 
independent growth histories. Therefore, the use of the 
term "North Louisiana Syncline" has limited value since the 
term is too inclusive to convey the independent growth 
history concept.
Between these two basins there is an intervening area 
less negative structurally. Deep drilling in and near the 
study area has yielded data which disclose the location and 
nature of this feature, named the "Lake Bistineau Structural 
Bridge" by Anderson (1973), after the Lake Bistineau field 
in northwestern Bienville Parish. The bridge is of regional 
extent and is an east-west trending, anticlinal to 
quasidomal subsurface feature which extends from the Sabine 
to the Monroe uplift and separates the Minden and Winnfield 
basins. Thus, as shown later, the basins are not 
structurally connected.
The regional dip and strike of the strata in the area, 
from the oldest to youngest, vary as a result of the 
combined effects of regional gulfward tilting, and the 
differences in relative vertical movement of the flanking 
Sabine and Monroe posiments. Presently, lower Cretaceous 
beds dip to the southeast. Successively younger strata, 
however, show a progressive counterclockwise shift in dip
direction until, in the Tertiary rocks, the regional dip is 
east-northeast. The exposed Tertiary beds in the parish 
exhibit gentle, east-northeast monoclinal dips off the 
flanks of the Sabine uplift, or platform, onto the next 
lower platform to the east, the D'Arbonne platform (Durham 
and White, I960), where the strata are essentially flat- 
lying. Underlying the Claiborne Group of the southwestern 
part of the D'Arbonne platform are elements of the 
stratigraphically and structurally older Minden basin, Lake 
Bistineau Structural Bridge, and Winnfield basin. To the 
east, the D'Arbonne is underlain by the Monroe uplift. The 
south limit of the D'Arbonne platform is the Angelina- 
Caldwell flexure, trending southwest-northeast through 
Sabine, Natchitoches, Winn, and Caldwell Parishes, 
Louisiana, about 25 miles south of the Bienville- 
Natchitoches Parish line.
No direct knowledge of basement rock in Bienville 
Parish is available, however, interpretations can be 
inferred. In Arkansas, there is an angular unconformity 
between the Gulf Coastal Province sediments and the 
diversely folded rocks of the Ouachita system on the 
southern flanks of the Ouachita Mountains. Flawn, et al 
(1961) have described two adjacent arcuate structural belts 
belonging to the system: a northern Frontal belt, or zone, 
the northern part of which is exposed and forms the present 
Ouachita Mountains, and an adjacent, but more southerly
zone, the Interior zone, which is completely buried by 
Coastal Plain sediments. The belts have a southwesterly 
arcuate strike, from Arkansas into Oklahoma and Texas, 
trending toward the Llano uplift and the Marathon region of 
southwest Texas. The Frontal zone is less metamorphosed 
than the Interior zone, the latter containing highly sheared 
meta-sediments, and to a lesser degree, altered igneous 
rocks. The Interior zone is presumed to extend gulfward 
beneath the Gulf Coastal Province, forming the basement 
complex on which rest post-orogenic Paleozoic rocks 
(Morehouse formation) and Mesozoic sediments. The depth to 
this inferred basement beneath Bienville Parish is unknown, 
but may be in excess of 30,000 feet.
The Louann salt (late Triassic-early Jurassic, Jux 
1961) is the oldest formation documented in Bienville 
Parish. The salt forms the six piercement salt domes of the 
parish. The salt domes and related structures indicate the 
presence of the salt bed beneath the entire parish area.
In the parish, at present, the oldest bed in normal 
sequence penetrated by the drill is the Louann Salt (see 
Stratigraphic Column, Plate I) the Louann is at log depth 
13,397 feet in the Placid No. 2 Woods located in the NE/4 
Section 6, Township 15 North, Range 6 East. The approximate 
thickness of the Jurassic rocks in this well is 3,700 feet.
The known Mesozoic strata evidence a marine inundation 
during the deposition of the upper Jurassic Cotton Valley
7group. Sands, shales and limestones of this group are 
overlain by, and possibly transitional into, the Cretaceous 
Coahuilan series which consists of the basal sands and 
shales of the Hosston formation and the overlying limestones 
and shales of the Sligo formation. The thickness of the 
Coahuilan averages 2,974 feet. The Hosston rocks, for the 
most part, reflect the onset of regressive conditions 
replaced upward by a transgressive environment during 
deposition of the upper Coahuilan Sligo formation (marine). 
Transitionally overlying the Coahuilan series is the 
predominantly marine Comanchean series (about 3,300 feet 
thick). The preserved upper Comanchean strata, however, 
indicate the onset of regressive conditions. The 
terrigenous Paluxy is the basal formation of the 
Fredericksburg group and are the youngest preserved 
Comanchean strata. However, a complete section of these 
rocks is not present in the parish, nor is any of the 
normally overlying Washita group, because of the subsequent 
erosion which accompanied the formation of the Gulfian-* 
Comanchean unconformity. The pre-Gulfian and Gulfian strata 
are at varying degrees of angular discordance across the 
unconformable contact. The amount of angularity is small, 
however.
The stratigraphic preservation beneath the unconformity 
in the parish is variable. An almost complete Comanchean 
sequence is present in the deeper parts of the Minden basin
in Webster Parish where Washita strata are present (see 
Figure 2). Southward onto the anticlinal crest of the Lake 
Bistineau Structural Bridge, progressively older beds 
subcrop at the unconformity. In a southward direction from 
the bridge crest, into the Winnfield basin, increasingly 
younger strata are again found at the unconformity surface.
Following the formation of the unconformity, subsidence 
occurred and was accompanied by another major transgression, 
during which the marine Cretaceous Gulfian sediments were 
deposited. The Gulfian sediments are primarily shales, 
marls and chalks, with the exception of the Tuscaloosa, 
Brownstown, and Macatoch arenaceous units. The Gulfian 
thickness is approximately 2,300 feet.
During most of the Gulfian, the Monroe uplift was more 
vigorously and frequently uplifted than the Sabine uplift, 
and was the main posiment influencing the Gulfian 
stratigraphy of the study area. This is evidenced by the 
fact that the Monroe area was the source for at least part 
of the sands in the uppermost arenaceous unit of the 
Tuscaloosa formation, (Spooner, 1964) the basal 
transgressive unit of the Gulfian, and the source area for 
the mid-Gulfian Roberson and Brownstown sands (Anderson,
1973). The Sabine posiment underwent active uplift during 
lower Gulfian times, however, as is evidenced by the 
absence, by onlap, of the Tuscaloosa and the overlying Eagle
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Ford over parts of the Sabine posiment to the west and 
northwest of the parish. In Texas, on the west side of the 
uplift, strata equivalent to the Tuscaloosa of this paper 
are overlapped by Eagle Ford beds, and form the reservoir 
for the well known East Texas field (Granata, 1963).
The early Cenozoic sequence is represented by Kincaid 
and Midway marine strata but the overlying units represent a 
cyclic pattern of regression and transgression with the 
regressive tendencies being predominant. The upper shales 
of the Midway represent the onset of the regression, and are 
overlain by deltaic Wilcox sediments, the upper part of 
which are exposed at the surface in Bienville parish. The 
Wilcox sequence is composed of interbedded sands and shales 
due to the alternation of marginal marine and non-marine 
facies. The outcropping Claiborne beds provide an excellent 
example of cyclic sedimentation. The inundative Cane River 
marls and shales are overlain by the regressive Sparta 
formation which in turn is overlain by the inundative Cook 
Mountain formation (primarily marls and shales with some 
sand). The sequence is terminated by the regressive 
arenaceous Cockfield formation, the youngest preserved 
Claiborne formation in the parish. The succeeding marine 
Jackson beds which crop out to the south and east have been 
removed by subsequent erosion.
The alluvial terraces of the Pleistocene Red River and 
its tributaries which cross the parish, generally north to
11
south, unconformably overlie the "Tertiary bedrock." The 
different elevations of the preserved terrace levels attest 
to the influence of Pleistocene epirogenic and eustatic 
movements.
Purpose
It is the purpose of this study to examine the growth 
history of the Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge, and to 
demonstrate the structural and stratigraphic significance of 
the feature as it relates to the flanking Minden and 
Winnfield basins. These, with the bridge, form the three 
most important features between the Sabine and Monroe 
uplifts during the Mesozoic.
Study Methods
The electric log was the primary tool utilized in this 
study. The logs were used to construct structure maps, 
isopach maps, areal facies maps, stratigraphic cross- 
sections, and to make vertical variability studies.
Available sample and core data from parish wells were 
studied to determine the general lithologic constituents of 
the Mesozoic units, and to relate the lithologies to 
electric log characters. The samples and cores were of 
particular value in determining the lithology of the porous 
carbonate facies of the Coahuilan and Comanchean series.
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The structure maps (Plates II and III) are the basis 
for delineation of the main structural regions of the 
parish. The five isopach maps were used to determine the 
pattern of structural deformation through time. The 
stratigraphic cross-sections, vertical variability maps, and 
the areal lithofacies maps illustrate important vertical and 
horizontal stratigraphic relationships which have assisted 
in the determination of the structural growth history.
Two horizons were structurally contoured, the top of 
the Sligo and the base of the Annona formations. Of the 
two, the Sligo is the deepest datum which has sufficient 
well penetration to allow contouring in some detail. In 
addition to structure, the Sligo and Annona maps include the 
areal extent of the Pettet facies which is a high energy, 
oolitic bank facies of the Sligo formation. The areal 
extent of the Pettet is important because it shows the axial 
trend of the topographically and structurally highest area, 
the Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge, during deposition of 
the facies. The Sligo map, however, shows all structural 
deformation since its deposition. Thus, the structure map 
is cumulative, whereas the areal extent of the Pettet is 
not. This accounts for the lack of perfect coincidence 
between the axial trend of the bridge shown by present day 
Sligo structure map, and that shown by the Pettet facies.
The Annona map is contoured on a considerably younger 
and shallower horizon than the Sligo, and presents a
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comparison-contrast of the structural deformation existing 
antecedent and subsequent to mid-Gulfian time. The mapping 
horizons for both structure and isopach maps are shown on 
Plate I.
Isopach mapping was initially undertaken to determine 
the variation in stratigraphic thickness across the parish. 
The Pine Island-Rodessa map indicates that salt flow was 
primarily responsible for the structural configuration of 
the parish. The construction of the Ferry Lake Anhydrite 
isopach map permitted consideration of subsidence under 
load. The Ferry Lake was chosen because it is a chemical 
precipitate, and it was thought that, rather than selective 
loading, it would show areas undergoing structural 
deformation while the anhydrite was forming, presumably 
uniformly, from waters of the restricted sea. Its 
accumulation, therefore, should show high and low areas 
without the complication of source and current transport.
The remaining maps were made to see if the same pattern of 
deformation was present throughout the Mesozoic 
stratigraphic interval: The Coahuilan isopach map
(Figure 6) representing the thickness variation of the 
oldest complete rock sequence, the Tuscaloosa isopach and 
vertical variability maps testing the continuance of the 
pattern of deformation across the Gulfian-Comanchean 
unconformity, and the Austin-Navarro isopach map testing the 
deformation pattern of the upper Gulfian.
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Stratigraphic features of special interest are shown on 
the several cross-sections and areal lithofacies maps.
Previous investigations
The previous investigations leading to the recognition 
of the Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge began as 
stratigraphic studies in the Ark-La-Tex region in the late 
1930's. Prior to the middle 1950's, little was known of 
Coahuilan and Cotton Valley strata in the area south of the 
Minden basin because of a lack of closely spaced deep well 
data. To the north, the pre-1950 studies were directed 
toward age determinations, nomenclature, and unraveling 
stratigraphic relationships. Particularly significant in 
these earlier papers is the Cotton Valley study of Swain 
(1944), which laid the foundation from which later papers 
extended correlation of the Cotton Valley and basal 
Coahuilan units. It was not until the middle 1950's 
(Forgotson, 1954) and later (Sloane, 1958) that deep control 
allowed the more southern marine Cotton Valley and Coahuilan 
equivalents to be related to the stratigraphic framework 
established in the Ark-La-Tex.
Of special indirect relation to this investigation are 
the earlier papers of Shearer (1938), Weeks (1939), Hazzard 
(1939), Imlay (1940, 1943) and Swain (1944). These papers 
established the stratigraphic framework for the later papers 
which extended the Mesozoic correlation southward from the
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northern Ark-La-Tex region into the vicinity of the present 
area of study. The southward extension of correlation is 
based mainly on the reports of Murray (1948), Martin (1954), 
Nichols (1958), and Granata (1963). These reports are 
restricted primarily to the Sabine uplift area. However, 
Martin (1954) covers some aspects of both the eastern flank 
of the Sabine uplift and adjacent parts of the Minden basin 
in Webster Parish, Louisiana
Of direct relation to this study is the work of 
Anderson (1973), and the reports of Forgotson (1954), Sloane 
(1958), and Mann and Thomas (1964). These studies are 
directly related to the concept of the Lake Bistineau 
Structural Bridge, and are primarily studies of the Cotton 
Valley beds of Louisiana, east of the Sabine uplift.
Forgotson (1954) predicted the occurrence of an 
offshore barrier beach or bar in the Cotton Valley Section 
south of the lagoonal facies developed north of Bienville 
Parish, the bar sands having their source farther east. The 
location of the bar, however, was not defined. The studies 
of Sloane (1958) and Anderson (ibid.) give the position of 
the bar as is shown in Figure 3. Forgotson suggested that 
the interbedded lagoonal shales and tabular sands north of 
the bar reflected the alternation of structural stability 
and instability, the tabular sands being tongues extending 
north from the bar during times of stability.
Sloane (1958) more accurately defined the position of 
the massive quartz sand bar with additional deep well 
control but interpreted the structural environment as a 
stable one during deposition of both the shales and 
interbedded sand tongues. He interpreted the sand tongues 
as related to the relative amount of sand, and the strength 
and direction of the distributing currents (also Anderson, 
ibid.).
Mann and Thomas (1964) summarized and revised the 
Cotton Valley nomenclature and stratigraphy. South of the 
Louisiana-Arkansas boundary, their Cotton Valley group 
consists of, in descending order, the Knowles formation, the 
Hico formation, the Terryville formation and the Bossier 
formation. Their use of the Schuler formation defines it as 
the updip red bed facies of the Cotton Valley.
In summary, these papers point to the existence of a 
structurally stable and high area, the Lake Bistineau 
Structure Bridge, during the deposition of the upper portion 
of the Cotton Valley sequence. The nature of the bridge is 
the object of the present study.
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Fig. 3 Show ing the areal extent of the m assive  Jurassic D orcheat sa n d s  
aligned atop the Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge. M odified from 
Sloan (1958) and E. G. Anderson (manuscript in preparation by 
Louisiana G eological Survey).
CHAPTER II
STRUCTURE
Introduction
The present day structural configuration of Bienville 
Parish is the result of salt deformation over long periods 
of geologic time. In this instance, however, the product of 
salt deformation is not as important, or as complicated, as 
the evolutionary process itself. Therefore, the present day 
structural framework is presented here, before the 
evolutionary history, in order to acquaint the reader with 
the main structural subdivisions of the study area and to 
facilitate the later stratigraphic discussions.
The salt deformation which formed the salt dome basins 
to the north and south of Bienville Parish accentuated an 
intervening posiment, the Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge. 
Since the inception of salt deformation, the structural 
configuration of the bridge has constantly evolved to its 
present day attitude. While the east-west trend of the 
bridge has remained unchanged since its initial development, 
the structural relief on any given contouring horizon has 
increased with time, and some northward shifting of the 
structural axis, through time, has accompanied the increase 
in relief.
As shown in Figure 1, the bridge is subdivided into two 
regions in Bienville Parish: (1) the stable bridge and (2)
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the deformed bridge. The basis for this differentiation is 
the extent of the influence of basin salt deformation on the 
bridge: the stable bridge being less influenced than the 
deformed bridge. Three types of basin salt deformation 
structure, related to salt dome growth, modify the bridge in 
Bienville Parish and are: (1) curvilinear synclines, (2) 
residual or nonpiercement domes or anticlines, and (3) 
piercement salt domes. While these three structural types 
form the basis for differentiation of the stable and 
deformed bridge regions, in the following discussions they 
are treated after the two regions in the interest of first 
establishing the local and regional structural framework of 
the parish.
The Stable Bridge (See Plate II)
The stable bridge is located in the western portions of 
the parish in Townships 15 and 16 North, Ranges 8, 9, and 10 
West. The feature is a southeast trending, asymmetrical 
anticline, the steeper dips being on the northwest flanks 
where the contoured stratum dips into the Minden basin. The 
Lake Bistineau field area (see Figure 4 for field location), 
the structurally highest area on the map (-4,700 feet on the
Sligo structure map), is in this region.
The axial trend of the Kings dome syncline (Plate II) 
is at right angles to that of the bridge. The result is
that the anticlinal nature of a portion of the stable bridge
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is abruptly terminated by the syncline. The trace of the 
east-plunging axis of the stable bridge turns northeast as 
it nears the King dome syncline, and crosses a structural 
saddle and onto the Sailes anticline which lies within the 
deformed bridge area. The transition from the stable bridge 
to the deformed bridge occurs in the vicinity of the saddle 
in Sec. 14, T. 16N., R. 8W.
It is possible that the Topy Creek field area (S 1/2 T. 
14N., R. 8W.) is structurally related to either the stable 
bridge or the Sabine uplift on the southwest flank of the 
field structure. This possibility is indicated by the data 
presented in the discussion of the Gulfian evolution of the 
bridge in a later section.
The Deformed Bridge (See Plate II)
The deformed bridge area includes all of Bienville 
Parish east of the axis of the Kings dome syncline, north of 
the synclinal area containing the Prothro and Rayburns salt 
domes, and south of the synclinal areas containing the 
Gibsland and Arcadia salt domes. The Ada segment of the 
Sibley-Ada field (see Plate II and Figure 4) between the 
Vacherie and Gibsland salt stocks is also included in the 
deformed bridge region. The -6,900 contour on the Sligo 
structure map, Plate II, is used arbitrarily to outline the 
deformed bridge.
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The structural shape of the deformed bridge is more 
curvilinear than that of the stable bridge. The structure 
is a combination of anticlinal and domal geometry which is 
collectively termed "quasi-domal." The curvilinear strike, 
as Plate II demonstrates, is caused by the synclinal lows 
containing the salt domes. The synclinal areas encroach on 
the bridge flanks at various angles to the general east- 
southeast trend of the deformed bridge deflecting the bridge 
trend and giving rise to the curvilinear strike. The Kings 
dome syncline provides a good example of this feature.
As Plate II shows, in the deformed bridge area, the 
maximum elevations within the isolated areas of structural 
closure are approximately the same. Only a small rate of 
eastward plunge is noted for the axial trace of the deformed 
bridge across the parish. The Sailes structure, for the 
reasons of curvilinear strike and comparative elevation of 
maximum closure, is placed in the deformed bridge area.
The maximum structural relief of the Lucky dome is 
about 1,300 feet (see Plate II). The dome is intermediate 
in position between the deformed bridge and the basin area 
which contains the Kings, Prothro and Rayburns salt domes. 
The position and nature of the structure is similar to that 
of the non-piercement structures which flank the Minden 
basin (Sloane, 1958) and occupy an intermediate position 
between the Sabine uplift (no salt domes) and the deeper
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parts of the Minden basin that contain piercement salt 
stocks.
The structural configuration of Bienville Parish shown 
on the base of the Annona (Plate III) is generally similar 
to that shown by the Sligo structure map. There is a 
significantly lesser amount of structural relief shown by 
the Annona map, however. A significant feature shown by the 
Sligo map, and to a lesser degree by the Annona map, is the 
presence of an anticlinal connection between the Lucky dome 
and the Topy Creek field area. Beginning in the central 
part of T. 15N., R. 7W., the connection extends 
southwestward from the Lucky structure, between the Kings 
and Prothro salt domes, and into the Topy Creek area (SE/4 
T. 14N., R. 8W.). This connection serves to isolate 
partially the Kings dome syncline from the synclinal area 
containing the Rayburns and Prothro salt domes in the 
southeastern part of the parish.
As Figure 5 illustrates, the axis of the bridge extends 
east-southeast from Bienville Parish into Jackson Parish 
where it is intersected from the north by a north-south 
trending anticlinal axis, the Lincoln axis, which extends 
from Lincoln Parish into Jackson Parish (see Whitfield,
1963). Eastward from this intersection the bridge is no 
longer anticlinal in nature, but becomes part of the south- 
southwest homoclinal dip off the western and southwestern 
flank of the Monroe uplift. The lack of north dip is
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related, in part, to the structural termination eastward of 
the synclinal arm of the Minden basin which lies northwest 
of the intersection of the bridge and Lincoln axis.
Eastward from this intersection the bridge lies within an 
area of structural "flattening" caused by the convergence of 
the bridge axis and that of the northwest-southeast 
anticlinal trend to the north which passes through Claiborne 
and Lincoln Parishes and extends to the southwest flank of 
the Monroe uplift.
The Three Basin Structural Types
The basin structural features of Bienville Parish which 
are the result of salt deformation can be categorized into 
three related types. The first type is the curvilinear 
syncline or salt withdrawal area, such as the Kings dome 
syncline from beneath which salt flowed causing the 
overburden to sag. It is postulated here that the salt 
which flowed from beneath these areas forms the stock for 
the piercement salt domes.
The formation of the salt withdrawal areas results in 
the second structural type: a residual or nonpiercement
type, such as the Lucky structure, on the southern bridge 
flanks, and the Ada-Sibley structure on the north flank.
Both the Annona and Sligo structural maps show that the 
Lucky structure, for example, is almost three-quarters
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surrounded by deep synclinal arms, which imparts a similar 
strike to the beds of the adjacent Lucky structure. The 
relief on the Lucky structure apparently results from a 
deep-seated mound or "hump” of the "mother" salt, reflecting 
an area probably not subject to salt withdrawal.
The third structural type is the salt relocation 
structure or the piercement salt dome. Such structures are 
located at or near the lateral margin or "head" of the 
associated salt withdrawal area. The significance of this 
interesting location is not clear, however.
Of the three structural types, the curvilinear syncline 
or salt withdrawal area is most interesting. In all cases 
the synclines trend away from the bridge toward the basin 
areas and show a lesser amount of structural relief near the 
bridge flanks. This relationship demonstrates a lesser 
amount of salt flow activity near the bridge flanks than in 
the basinward parts of the syncline. A lessened amount of 
salt flow activity near the bridge may indicate a lesser 
salt volume association with the bridge.
The structure maps (Plates II and III) do not have 
sufficient well control to document the existence of rim 
synclines associated with the salt domes. The definition of 
the rim syncline given in the 1960 "Glossary of Geology" by 
the American Geological Institute is: "Downfolds that tend
to develop around the periphery of salt domes, presumably
due to sagging of the overlying strata into a circular void 
created by the removal of salt from the source strata." The 
genetic implications of the definition are in contrast to 
the type of salt source postulated in this paper.
CHAPTER III 
STRATIGRAPHY
Pre-Cretaceous
Pre-Upper Jurassic Series fLouann Salt)
The oldest known material underlying Bienville Parish, 
the Louann salt, considered late Triassic-early Jurassic by 
Jux (1961), has been drilled in a normal (layered) 
stratigraphic position in only one well in the parish, but 
has been drilled in five of the six piercement salt domes of 
the parish. The parent salt bed is approximately 13,400 
feet deep. The salt has been drilled in a normal 
stratigraphic position in numerous updip locations north of 
the parish. It has also been drilled west of the parish on 
the Sabine uplift in Shelby County, Texas, and to the 
northeast on the Monroe uplift. North of the parish, on the 
north flank of the Minden basin, the thickest salt section 
yet penetrated (3,223 feet) was encountered by the Cotton 
Valley Op. Comm. #2 Banks, Sec. 34, T. 12 N., R. 10W,
Webster Parish, Louisiana (Lambert, 1960). Present evidence 
demonstrates that the salt section is thickest (possibly 
5,000 feet, see Murray, 1961) in a normal layered sequence 
in the basins flanking the bridge.
The importance of the Louann salt cannot be 
overemphasized as it relates to the structural evolution of 
Bienville Parish. The plastic nature of the salt permits
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its lateral flowage at depth which results in the 
deformation of the overlying sediments. The controlling 
factor of salt flowage, as well as its thickness, may be 
basement tectonics.
Upper Jurassic Series
Cotton Valley Group: The Cotton Valley Group is the
oldest known rock sequence in Bienville Parish and is 
comprised of the Bossier (oldest), Shongaloo and Dorcheat 
(youngest) formations, a complete section of which has not 
yet been penetrated in Bienville Parish. The Bossier is 
completely unknown in the parish and only 89 feet of 
Shongaloo shale have been penetrated in the deepest test, 
the Humble Oil & Refining Company #1 Continental Can, Sec. 
17, T. 17N., R. 6W. The well was bottomed in the Shongaloo 
at a total depth of 11,599 feet. The total thickness of the 
Cotton Valley in the Humble well is 1,529 feet. In Ada 
field in Webster Parish, the Carter Oil #3 Nora Davis well 
penetrated 3,122 feet of pre-Dorcheat Cotton Valley beds.
Of this thickness, 2,992 feet may represent the entire pre- 
Dorcheat Cotton Valley thickness. The total Cotton Valley 
thickness in Bienville Parish, combining the known Cotton 
Valley (1,529 feet) and the Ada field thickness (2,992 feet) 
may be about 4,500 feet.
To the north of the parish the Shongaloo is composed of 
an arenaceous facies which intertongues with lagoonal shales
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to the north and probably basin shales to the south. In 
Bienville Parish the Shongaloo is probably a predominantly 
marine shale sequence judging from the lithology exhibited 
by the #3 Nora Davis well cited above (see also Sloane,
1958).
The Shongaloo formation is overlain by the Dorcheat 
formation which is 1,440 feet thick in the Humble well cited 
above. The lower part of the Dorcheat consists of massive, 
marine quartz sands interbedded with thin calcareous dark 
grey to black shales. The thickness of this lower Dorcheat 
interval is 860 feet. Its areal extent over the bridge is 
shown in Figure 3. Overlying the massive sand section is 
the "Cotton Valley lime" interval which is about 65 feet 
thick. Above the "Cotton Valley lime" is about 210 feet of 
interbedded, thin limestones and shales, the top of which is 
the "black shale" marker bed. The "black shale" is about 3 0 
feet thick. Overlying the "black shale" to the top of the 
Cotton Valley is about 250 feet of thin, interbedded 
limestones, calcareous sands and grey shales. The top of 
the Cotton Valley is placed at the base of a highly 
resistive sandy lime. While somewhat arbitrary, the use of 
this bed for the location of the top of the Cotton Valley is 
based on discussions with E. G. Anderson who reports that 
the bed has regional utility in correlation and is located 
in the zone of transition from Cotton Valley lithology to 
that of the overlying Lower Cretaceous Hosston formation.
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The Contact of the Jurassic Cotton Valley and Lower 
Cretaceous rocks has been variously described in North 
Louisiana as transitional to unconformable. Sloane (1958) 
and Imlay (1940) conclude, on the basis of regional study, 
that in the vicinity of Bienville Parish, the contact is 
transitional.
Cretaceous
Coahuilan Series
Hosston formation: In Bienville Parish the Hosston
formation is the basal formation of the Coahuilan series, 
averaging 2,530 feet thick (see Figure 6). The primary 
Hosston lithology is interbedded red shales, silts and 
sandstones. The basal Hosston beds, however, are composed 
of interbedded limestones, sandstones and grey shales which, 
apparently, conformably and transitionally overlie the 
Dorcheat. Sample data indicate that the predominant shale 
color change upward from the basal Hosston is from grey to 
red. This color change probably represents increasingly 
non-marine conditions of deposition (Swain, 1944, and 
Forgotson, 1954). Near the top of the Hosston the shale 
color is grey again as the Hosston grades by facies change, 
into the overlying marine Sligo formation.
The individual quartz sand beds of the Hosston are 
predominantly fine-grained and light in color and are 
impossible to correlate except short distances. The
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position of the sands in the section appear to be located 
randomly within certain ill-defined vertical zones.
Sligo formation: The Sligo formation is the uppermost
formation of the Coahuilan Series. The Sligo averages 444 
feet thick in Bienville Parish and is composed of 
alternating beds of grey calcareous shale and dense 
limestone. On electric-logs the top of the Sligo is picked 
at the top of the "three fingered" limestone, so named for 
its characteristic electrical resistivity pattern, which 
results in a trimodal appearance on electric logs.
The Pettet facies of the Sligo formation is named for a 
zone of increased porosity and permeability which is 
associated with an abundance of oolites. In part of the 
study area, in an east-west linear trend atop the ancestral 
Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge the beds of the Pettet 
facies are well developed and occur 50-100 feet beneath the 
base of the "three-fingered" limestone. The vertical 
development is shown in Plate IX, the areal development in 
Figure 6. Cores of the Kinsey and Kinsey, A-l Woodward- 
Walker, sec. 33, T.17N., R.7W., (from 6969% to 7015 feet, 
see also Plates IX and X), from the Louisiana Geological 
Survey Well Sample Library, showed that the Pettet is 
composed of calcareous oolites cemented by calcium 
carbonate. A few fossil fragments were noted. Transverse 
sections of the oolites revealed that the center is formed 
by calcium carbonate fragments which may be rounded, angular
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or tabular. The several layers about these nuclei are 
concentric. The oolites are well sorted and of sand size 
(1/16 to 2 mm). Samples submersed in HC1 yielded little or 
no visible residue.
About 40 miles southwest of the study area, a separate 
trend of the Pettet facies has been described by Nichols 
(1958), as it is developed in the Crane trend. The Crane 
trend is a narrow east-west belt of laterally continuous 
Pettet occurrence which extends from near the East Texas 
field in Rusk, Gregg and Harrison Counties, Texas, east into 
the southwestern corner of Caddo Parish, and the 
northwestern corner of DeSoto Parish. The width of the 
trend (north-south) is about three miles, the length is 
about 50 miles, the thickness at least 30 feet. The Pettet 
trend in Bienville Parish is of comparable length (about 42 
miles). The thickness of the Pettet in the parish, however, 
is much greater than that exhibited in the Crane trend as is 
shown on the cross-sections of Plate IX. In the Kings dome 
syncline, the Pettet attains a thickness of 100 feet.
The thickness difference between the Bienville trend 
and the Crane trend may be due to a greater duration of 
Pettet deposition over the bridge. However, the Pettet 
thickness variations in the bridge area are probably due to 
a differential in rate of deposition; the areas undergoing 
more negative deformation and contemporaneous Pettet 
sedimentation receiving a greater thickness of the Pettet
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facies. Cross-section BB' of Plate IX illustrates the 
greater thickness of the Pettet facies along a north-south 
direction in the Kings dome syncline.
Comanchean Series (Trinity and Fredericksburg Groups)
Pine Island Formation: The Pine Island formation
conformably overlies the Sligo and is the basal unit of the 
Comanchean series. The lithology of the unit is primarily 
shale: marine, dark colored, "splintery," and calcareous.
The conformable relations of the Coahuilan and Comanchean 
and the lithology of the Pine Island indicate the continued 
subsidence of the area of deposition. The Pine Island 
probably represents deeper water deposition than occurred 
during the time of deposition of the Sligo formation, 
particularly of the Pettet facies. Northeast of Bienville 
Parish, the basal Pine Island contains a widespread 
arenaceous bed, the "Hogg sand" (Whitfield, 1963). This 
coarser, clastic unit probably represents a shoreward facies 
of the Pine Island of the study area. The thickness 
variations of the Pine Island are included in the isopach 
map, Plate IV. The maximum and minimum thicknesses of the 
Pine Island are from about 80 feet in the Lake Bistineau 
field to 180 feet northwest of the Gibsland salt dome in 
T.18N., R.8W. The Pine Island is shown on cross-section DD' 
of Plate X.
James and Rodessa Formations Undifferentiated: In
Bienville Parish the undifferentiated James and Rodessa have 
two lithological aspects: a basin facies and a bank or
shoal-water facies. Granata (1963) recognizes the Bexar 
formation between the James and Rodessa, however, the Bexar 
is not used herein, but is discussed later. The basin 
facies of the James-Rodessa is discussed later. The basin 
facies of the James-Rodessa is typically shale, dark and 
calcareous, with interbedded dense limestones. The bank 
facies (see Plate X and Figure 7) is typically oolitic, with 
varying amounts of limestone and fossil fragments, cemented 
by white, granular calcium carbonate, the whole being 
interbedded with dark shale. The term "bank facies" is 
related to structural, stratigraphic and topographic facies 
which controlled the deposition of the facies. The bank, or 
shoalwater, facies is typically developed over the bridge.
To the south in the Winnfield basin the bank facies 
disappears by facies change into dense basin shales and 
limes. The extent of the facies to the north into the 
Minden basin is not known due to a lack of control.
Near the top of the Rodessa is an anhydrite bed, 
commonly called the "lower stringer." This bed is about 50 
feet below the top of the Rodessa and its deposition is 
related, apparently, to a shoaling, possibly of a southern 
platform area trending east-west across Louisiana some 60 
miles south of the bridge, which restricted circulation and
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resulted in the anhydrite deposition. The combined 
thickness variation of the James and Rodessa are included in 
the isopach map, Plate IV. Where differentiable, the James 
thickness varies from about 325 feet to 625 feet, the 
Rodessa from 500 to 690 feet. The Bexar of Granata (1963) 
where recognizable is included in the Rodessa of this 
report.
In the Winnfield basin, near the southern flank of the 
bridge, Granata (1963) recognizes the Bexar shales (about 
200 feet thick) between the James and Rodessa. Northward, 
toward the bridge, the Bexar changes facies into typical 
bank facies lithology, as do the James and Rodessa. 
Consequently, the contacts of the James-Bexar-Rodessa are 
undistinguishable over the bridge area when the bank facies 
spans the James-Bexar-Rodessa interval. For this reason the 
Bexar is not used in this report. This non-usage in no way 
condemns the usefulness of the Bexar interval in the 
Winnfield basin area where the interval is an easily 
recognizable unit and serves as an excellent subsurface 
mapping horizon.
Ferry Lake Formation (Ferry Lake Anhydrite): The Ferry
Lake conformably overlies the Rodessa and is composed of 
white anhydrite interbedded with minor amount of grey shales 
and dense limestones. In the study area the thickness of 
the Ferry Lake is variable, but is approximately 250 feet as 
shown on the isopach map, Plate V. To the north, in the
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Minden basin, the unit rapidly increases in thickness to 585 
feet in T.18N., R.10W., (Martin, et al, 1954). To the south 
the unit is thinner. The latitude where abrupt thinning is 
noticeable is near the Bienville-Natchitoches Parish line. 
The southward thinning continues until the formation is no 
longer present in the section. The vicinity of the pinch 
out is along the northern edge of the "Glen Rose reefal 
trend" which enters Louisiana from Texas in the southern 
part of Sabine Parish, Louisiana about 60 miles due south of 
the Bienville-Natchitoches Parish line. The trend of this 
reef is believed to continue east and south across the state 
(Cullom, et al, 1962). The platform area of this reefal 
development apparently restricted the circulation of the 
marine waters to the north of it, resulting in the 
deposition of the Ferry Lake Anhydrite.
Rusk Formation: The Rusk of the study area is
subdivided into two units, the Mooringsport and an unnamed 
overlying unit referred to herein as the Upper Rusk. Both 
are thought by Anderson (1979) to have time-stratigraphic 
value. The marine Mooringsport sediments conformably 
overlie the Ferry Lake, and consist primarily of interbedded 
shales and limestones. The limestones are fossiliferous, 
brown to grey, dense or finely crystalline. The shales are 
dark colored, mostly grey. The Mooringsport thickness 
varies from about 600 feet in the Lake Bistineau field area 
to about 1,000 feet in the Kings dome syncline.
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The upper Rusk is primarily a sequence of interbedded 
red shales and silts, tan to white sandstone of medium to 
fine grain size, and thin grey limestones varying in 
thickness from about 600 to 1,150 feet. The shales and 
silts are the predominant lithology and are in contrast to 
the predominant limestone lithology of the underlying 
Mooringsport, indicating, therefore, a shallower water 
environment of deposition, probably prodeltaic.
In the upper part of the upper Rusk, a 450-550 foot 
sequence of thinly interbedded limestones and shales is 
present, suggesting a return to deeper water deposition 
similar to that of the underlying Mooringsport. Within this 
sequence the persistent limestones and shales provide good 
correlation using electric logs. The top of this sequence 
(and, also the top of the Rusk) is the top of the Glen Rose 
limestone marker bed. This marker is an interval of 
interbedded pearl grey limestones and thin shales which can 
be used for regional correlation in Texas and Louisiana.
The variable thickness of the upper Rusk is due to two 
factors: (1) the differential influence of structure on
stratigraphic thickness, and (2) the combination of 
structural influence and truncation associated with the 
Gulfian-Comanchean unconformity. The thickness of the 
complete Upper Rusk sequence in the Kings dome syncline is 
1,150 feet in the Nelson-Bunker-Hunt Trust Estate #1 Nebo 
Oil Co. in sec. 13, T.16N.,R.7W. In the Lake Bistineau and
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Ada field areas the minimum thickness of about 600 feet is 
due to a combination of stratigraphic thinning over the 
structural highs and truncation of the upper Rusk by the 
Gulfian-Comanchean unconformity (see cross-section AA' of 
Plate XI).
The nature of the Mooringsport-upper Rusk contact is 
variable. In some instances the contact appears 
transitional, in others, massive sands of the basal upper 
Rusk appear to have been deposited in channels so that the 
upper Mooringsport marker beds are missing.
The Mooringsport-upper Rusk contact is sometimes 
difficult to pick on electric logs. However, the 
spontaneous potential curve on electrical logs commonly 
shows a higher millivolt reading in Upper Rusk beds than in 
the Mooringsport beds, thus aiding in the location of the 
contact.
Paluxy Formation: The Paluxy sediments are the
youngest Comanchean strata in the study area, and 
unconformably overlie the Rusk. The entire formation is not 
present, however, due to the erosion accompanying the 
Comanchean-Gulfian unconformity. The primary lithology is 
vari-colored shales and silts. Some sands are present in 
the section, however, they are not widespread or correlative 
over any appreciable distance. The Paluxy sediments 
probably indicate a phase of deposition more regressive in 
nature than that of the underlying upper Rusk beds. Two
thick sections of Paluxy have been documented by drilling: 
383 feet in the Nelson-Bunker-Hunt Trust Estate #1 Nebo Oil 
Co. in sec. 33, T.16N., R.7W., (Kings dome syncline area) 
and 3 92 feet in the LaGrange Petroleum Company #1 Fair in 
sec. 18, T.14N., R.6W., (Rayburns-Prothro syncline area). 
More Paluxy was preserved in the synclinal areas during the 
evolution of the Comanchean-Gulfian unconformity than in 
more positive areas. In the entire study area the greatest 
thicknesses of Paluxy probably exist in the southeastern 
portions of T.14N., R.5W. where synclinal folding and 
regional dip have acted to protect the Paluxy from the 
erosion which accompanied the subsequent unconformity. The 
subcrop pattern of Figure 2 shows the northern limit of 
Paluxy preservation in Bienville Parish, Louisiana. To the 
north in the Minden basin, Paluxy sediments dip north as 
opposed to the south dip in the study area (see Martin,
1954). On the south flank of the Minden basin, in Webster 
Parish, the Paluxy strikes east and west similar to the 
strike of the Paluxy in the western part of the study area 
(see Figure 2). This parallel strike and opposite dip 
serve, in part, to indicate the overall anticlinal nature of 
the bridge (see Plate XI). No younger
rocks of the Fredericksburg or overlying Washita groups are 
preserved in the parish.
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Gulfian Series
Tuscaloosa Formation: The Tuscaloosa formation is the
basal, transgressive formation of the Gulfian series. The 
formation overlies the Comanchean beds with slight angular 
unconformity. Lithologically, the formation is composed of 
silty sands, brown, grey, and black shales. The thickness 
of the formation is from 50 feet, in the Alabama Bend field 
area in the northern part of T.15N., R.10W., to 420 feet in 
the northern part of T.14N., R.5W. (see also isopach map, 
Plate VI). A tripartite development of a massive basal 
sand, a middle shale and an upper sand interbedded with 
shales is commonly exhibited by the Tuscaloosa in Bienville 
and adjoining parishes (see cross-sections AA' and BB' of 
Plate XI and the composite log of Plate VIII).
Cross sections AA' (Plate XI) shows the influence of 
the bridge on the thickness of the formation. From both the 
Minden and Winnfield basins, the unit thins by onlap onto 
the bridge. Cross-section BB' (Plate XI) shows the 
influence of the Sabine uplift on the formation. In an east 
to west direction there is thinning by onlap onto the Sabine 
posiment until the Tuscaloosa pinches out over the eastern 
flank of the uplift 20 miles west of the western margin of 
Bienville Parish. The middle shale unit, at least, may have 
time-stratigraphic equivalents within the deeper portions of 
the Winnfield basin where the entire Tuscaloosa thickens and 
is primarily a marine shale sequence.
In the study area east of R.9W., and south of T.17N., 
the tripartite development of the Tuscaloosa is 
recognizable. West of, and including R.9W., on the stable 
bridge, the lower two divisions are not developed. North 
of, and including T.17N., in the vicinity of the Minden 
basin, a shale zone occurs beneath the basal Tuscaloosa sand 
zone. The upper sand and shale zone in the study area are 
probably erosion products transported from the vicinity of 
the Monroe uplift and southeast Arkansas because to the east 
and north-east of the Parish, toward this area, the sands 
thicken and become dominant in the upper zone of the 
formation.
The source of the basal arenaceous elastics is 
problematical. The sources may be local areas which were 
undergoing erosion during transgression with the products 
being deposited in the near vicinity of their source.
Eagle Ford Group: In Bienville Parish, the Eagle Ford
conformably overlies the Tuscaloosa formation, and the 
contact is apparently transitional. The lithology is 
primarily shale, dark grey, micaceous, calcareous, and with 
some marl. The unit is present over the entire study area, 
and is from 40 to 60 feet thick. The thickness increases, 
gradually, to the north into the Minden basin, and to the 
south, into the Winnfield basin. Granata (1963) shows the 
distribution of the Eagle Ford-Woodbine on the Sabine uplift 
to the west of the Parish. Ogier (1963) shows the belt of
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Eagle Ford absence in Caddo Parish. This unit is shown in
Plate XII as it is developed in Bienville Parish.
Austin Group: The Austin rock types in the study area
are primarily marl, chalk, and sandstone. The Austin is 
present over the entire Parish with an average thickness of 
about 815 feet, and is conformable with the underlying Eagle 
Ford. The Austin was subdivided by Anderson (manuscript in 
preparation) into the Tokio and Brownstown units. The Tokio 
was subdivided into the Womack, Spring Hill, Trees City and 
Roberson units. The Tokio subdivisions were derived, in 
part, from the informal rock terms used by Ogier (1963).
The Womack, in Bienville Parish, is the equivalent of 
the Ector tongue of the Austin chalk as it was correlated by 
Murray (1948, p. 72), into Red River and DeSoto Parishes.
It is also equivalent to the lower Tokio as defined by Ogier 
(1963, p. 102) in the T. J. Johnson, L. L. Golson No. 1 
Well, sec. 19, T.14N., R.9W., Red River Parish. The 
interval is shown in well number 1 of cross-section AA', 
Plate XII. The Womack in the study area averages about 170
feet thick, and is composed of marls and chalks in the
southern portion of the study area. The marls and chalks 
are replaced, northward, by an increase in the amount of 
fine elastics, and in the northern part of the study area 
the Womack is composed of marls and marine silty shales.
The cross-sections of Plate XII shows its development in 
Bienville Parish where it is overlain conformably by the
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marls and shales of the undifferentiated Spring Hill-Trees 
City sequence.
The Spring Hill and the overlying Trees City units are 
equivalent to the "middle Tokio" and the "Trees City sand," 
respectively, of Ogier (1963), and underlie, conformably, 
the Roberson. The average thickness of the Spring Hill- 
Trees City is about 330 feet. In the southern part of the 
parish the undifferentiated Spring Hill-Trees City grades 
upward from chalks and marls to shales at the top. In the 
northern portion of the Parish, the chalks are absent and 
the sequence is primarily interbedded marl and shale in the 
lower portion grading upward into marly, silty shales at the 
top. As is the case with the Womack, there is an increase 
in fine elastics within the section from south to north.
The undifferentiated Spring Hill-Trees City is shown in 
Plate XII.
Ogier points out that in Caddo Parish, the basal sand 
of the Trees City has been called "Blossom," and that the 
sand may conceivably be equivalent to the Blossom sand of 
Texas at its type locality. In Bienville Parish the 
"Blossom" was reported by Spooner (1926) to be exposed on 
the flanks of the Rayburns salt dome, sec. 31, T.15N.,
R.5W., and the Prothro salt dome, secs. 8 and 17, T.14N., 
R.6W. However, in discussing the use of the term "Blossom" 
in Louisiana, Ogier (p. 102) states,
Barrow (1953, pp. 87-88) pointed out that the
upper limit of the Blossom at its type locality at
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Blossom, Lamar County, Texas, has never been well 
defined. As a result the term Blossom has 
gradually come to be applied in the subsurface to 
any or all of the sands in the Austin equivalent, 
including the Brownstown Formation. In this sense 
Blossom sand equivalency has little practical 
significance in detailed correlation work.
Southeast of Caddo Parish, Louisiana, the Trees City
sand thins and shale and marl replace the basal sand so that
in the study area the strata which are equivalent to the
Trees City are marls and calcareous shales which are
overlain by the Roberson sands and shales. In this sense
the sands called "Blossom" by Spooner could be part of the
Roberson or part of the overlying Brownstown formation.
The Roberson is the uppermost member of the Tokio
formation. As defined by Anderson, it is equivalent to the
"Roberson sand and equivalents" of Ogier (1963). In the
study area the Roberson averages about 122 feet thick and is
composed of a basal calcareous sand unit and an upper
calcareous shale unit which is overlain by the Brownstown
substage. In certain areas the upper shale unit is replaced
by a coarse clastic facies composed of rounded to subrounded
granules and small sized gravels (mostly chert). The areal
extent of this facies of Bienville Parish is shown in Plate
XIII. Cross-sections AA' and BB' of Plate XIII illustrate
the development of the facies along the trend (AA') and
across it (BB').
Examination of sample cuttings from the Southern
Natural Gas Company #1 Bailey, sec. 35, T.17N., R.8W., show
the first occurrence of the gravelly facies between -3,080- 
3,100 feet. The lower extent of the facies was not 
determined by samples because of the possibility of sample 
contamination by caving below this depth. The electric log 
characters show a high resistivity and moderate-to-low S. P. 
reading at -3,080 feet. Gravels were noted in sample 
cuttings down to -3,170 feet. The resistivity and S. P. 
curves indicate that the gravel zone is from -3,080 to about 
-3,157 feet. As is evident from the cross-sections of Plate 
XIII, the S. P. curve shows little to no porosity associated 
with the gravel zone. In addition, in zones of suspected 
gravel concentration, the resistivity curve is high. The 
reason for a lack of porosity in suspected gravel zones is 
not known. Perhaps cementation of the chert gravel and 
granules has eliminated porous and permeable zones. Sample 
examination showed that some of the chert grains had an 
exterior which could be readily broken with a sharp metal 
pointer. At the fresh surface of the break, the pointer was 
easily scratched by the chert material. The softer outer 
coating may be disintegrated chert (tripolite).
Surface mapping at Rayburn dome has revealed a thin 
Cretaceous phosphatic bed which may have minor amounts of 
gravel. The association of the gravel is suspect, however, 
as grading operations may be responsible for the presence of 
the gravel. The exposures are on the west flank of the old 
lime quarry, which is located southwest of the road bend in
the SW/4SW/4NE/4 sec. 31, T.15N., R.5W. A west draining 
quarry ditch separates the exposures which are about 20 feet 
west of the ditch-quarry intersection. The two-foot thick 
phosphatic bed is at the top, apparently, of a twelve-foot 
thick sand bed and is composed of phosphatized shark's 
teeth, pelecypods and gastropods in a grey calcareous shale 
matrix. The sand bed strikes N 30°E and appears to stand 
almost vertical. This sand is probably the “Blossom" sand 
exposure reported by Spooner (1926).3 The sand is 
theoretically older than nearby quarry exposures identified 
by Butler and Jones (1957) as Saratoga since the exposures 
are nearer the domal center which is near the SW/cor 
SW/4NE/4 sec. 31, T.15N., R.5W. Well number 4 of cross- 
section BB', Plate XIII, shows the Roberson gravel zone as 
it appears in the subsurface about one and one-half miles 
northwest of Rayburns dome. The Roberson, therefore, may be 
exposed at the dome.
The Brownstown is the uppermost formation of the Austin 
group and averages 211 feet in thickness. Where well
30n Prothro dome, the sand called “Blossom" by Spooner is 
found to lie farther away from the center of the dome than 
beds containing a fauna identified as Saratoga by Butler and 
Jones (1957). Therefore, assuming no structural complications 
such as overturned or reverse faulted beds, the "Blossom" 
sands of Spooner may be younger than the beds with the 
Saratoga fauna. The only Cretaceous unit above the Saratoga 
which has a sand facies is the Nacatoch formation (see 
Stratigraphic Column, Plate I; see also Kelly, 1961). 
Therefore, the so-called "Blossom" sand on Prothro dome may be 
a sand of the younger Nacatoch formation.
developed the Brownstown is a marine, massive, fine to 
medium grained, quartzose, calcareous sandstone containing 
grey shale interbeds. The east-west and north-south 
development of the Brownstown is shown in the cross-section 
AA' and BB' of Plate XII. From the east-west cross-section 
AA' it is obvious that the sands of the Brownstown are being 
replaced upwards from the base by shales and marls to the 
west toward the Sabine uplift. According to E. G. Anderson 
(1979), see also Spooner, (1964), the source area for the 
Brownstown sands was likely the vicinity of the Monroe 
uplift and adjacent parts of southeastern Arkansas. The 
sands were transported by marine currents to the west, 
south-west, and south from the source areas, and were 
deposited as the sand was moved into deeper water, lower 
energy environments.
Taylor Group: The Taylor group in Bienville Parish is
composed primarily of marls, shales, and some chalk, and 
averages 493 feet in thickness. The Taylor is subdivided 
into three formations; they are, from youngest to oldest: 
the Ozan, the Annona, and the Marlbrook.
The Ozan, in the southern part of the parish, is 
primarily marls interbedded with thin shales. To the north 
the marls become increasingly shaly. The marls are dark 
grey, micaceous, and calcareous; the shales are dark grey, 
and calcareous. The Ozan averages 218 feet in thickness 
over the parish.
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Cross-section AA' of Plate XII shows that in the 
western portions of the Parish that sands of the underlying 
Brownstown formation are replaced upward by shales and 
marls. In well number 1 of AA', a 50 foot thick Brownstown 
sand underlies the Ozan. To the southwest, in DeSoto and 
Red River Parishes this sand was called "Buckrange" by 
Murray (1949, p. 75, pis. 4, 5, and 6) and placed in the 
Ozan, This usage was followed by H. V. Andersen (1960) in 
Sabine Parish. To the north of the study area in Webster 
Parish, Martin, et al (1954), called this sand "Blossom(?)." 
Granata (1963) states:
The base of the Ozan can be correlated 
southward from northwest Louisiana into Sabine and 
Natchitoches Parishes. In these localities sands 
are developed below the Ozan chalk which have been 
commonly called Buckrange. These sands are not 
equivalent to the Buckrange of South Arkansas and 
are more logically placed in the Austin. The base 
of the Ozan chalk can also be traced eastward from 
DeSoto into Red River and Bienville Parishes where 
once again thick sands occur below the base of the 
Ozan chalk. These sands are also believed by the 
author to be part of the Austin and not correlative 
with the Buckrange sand of Arkansas.
Following Granata's interpretation in this report, all 
the sands which underlie the Ozan and overlie the Roberson 
are placed in the Brownstown.
In eastern Bienville Parish a sand is present in the 
upper part of the Ozan near the base of the overlying 
Annona. The sand extends north, east, and southeast of the 
study area, probably having its immediate source area in the 
vicinity of the Monroe uplift (Anderson, personal
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communication). Well number 4 of cross-section AA', Plate 
XII, is representative of the stratigraphic position of the 
sand as it is developed in the Parish. The sand may be 
equivalent to the Meakin sand of South Arkansas.
The Annona formation overlies the Ozan conformably. In 
Bienville Parish, the Annona is a white, fossiliferous, 
clayey chalk. The average thickness is about 70 feet. The 
top of the Annona on the cross-sections of Plate XII is the 
top of the chalk section. However, the top used in 
correlation of the Annona is a thin, persistent shale bed in 
the upper part of the chalk sequence. The regional utility 
of the shale as a marker bed for correlation has been 
discussed by Kelly (1961, p. 9). The Annona appears to be 
transitional into the overlying Marlbrook, and the shale bed 
marker is within the transitional zone. The average 
thickness listed above, however, includes the beds of the 
transition zone.
The Marlbrook is the upper formation of the Taylor in 
Bienville Parish. The unit is present over the entire 
Parish and is composed of fossiliferous, marly shales with 
an average thickness of 205 feet. The Saratoga formation 
overlies the Marlbrook with offlap relationships which 
become conformable in the basin areas to the south (Kelly, 
1961; see also Plate XII).
The Marlbrook may be exposed at Rayburns dome in a west 
draining ditch in the SW/cor. NE/4SW/4NE/4 sec. 31, T.15.,
R.5W. The ditch drains the old lime quarry. At this 
location, marly, fossiliferous shales are exposed which 
contain Exoovra ponderosa. These forms are indicative of a 
Tayloran age. In addition, a Tayloran ostracode fauna was 
identified from these beds by Martin Mumma, a student 
colleague, and H. V. Howe, Director Emeritus, School of 
Geology, Louisiana State University. However, these beds 
are nearer the center of the dome and, therefore, are 
theoretically older than the exposed graveliferous facies of 
the older Roberson unit. Complications by faulting could 
alter the normal stratigraphic succession, however, and 
cause these younger beds to be nearer the domal center.
The cross-sections of Plate XII show the Marlbrook as 
it is developed in the Parish.
Navarro Group: In Bienville Parish the Navarro group
consists of chalk, marls, shales, and sands, and averages 
about 290 to 300 feet in thickness. The Navarro is 
subdivided, from the base upwards, into the Saratoga, 
Nacatoch, and Arkadelphia formations.
The Saratoga formation, in Bienville Parish, is usually 
a white to grey, slightly arenaceous and clayey, 
fossiliferous, glauconitic chalk. The unit is present over 
the entire parish and averages 45 feet in thickness. The 
formation consists of two chalk beds separated by a thin 
shale bed which is from 8 to 10 feet thick. The unit 
thickens from northwest to southeast in the parish and is
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thickest (ca. 50 feet) in the southeastern portion of the 
area. To the west of the study area Kelly (1961, p. 12) 
reports that the middle shale unit pinches out and that the 
two chalks merge. The Saratoga merges with the "Selma" type 
chalk to the south of the study area in the Winnfield basin, 
and is reported from both the Rayburns and Prothro salt 
domes by Butler and Jones (1957).
Overlying the Saratoga in southeastern Bienville Parish 
is an unnamed marl which is equivalent, in part, to the sand 
facies of the Nacatoch formation of northwest Louisiana 
(Kelly, 1961). The marl has been demonstrated by Kelly to 
be a gradational facies which is equivalent in time to both 
the Saratoga and the overlying Nacatoch. In the 
southeastern part of the parish and southward, the marl 
grades into chalks which are equivalent to the Saratoga. 
Therefore, as Kelly points out, "...the marl exemplifies 
horizontal and vertical facies changes, in a basinward 
direction, from sand to marl to chalk." The development of
this facies is shown in Plate XII.
The Nacatoch formation overlies the Saratoga, and the 
sand facies of the formation is best developed in the west 
and northwest portions of the Parish. As the cross-sections 
of Plate XII show, the sand changes facies into marl and 
chalky marls from north to south and from west to east. The
interval which contains the Nacatoch sand and the 
transitional marl averages about 225 feet in thickness in
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the Parish. The quartz sand of the Nacatoch is massive, 
glauconitic, calcareous and contains interbeds of shale.
The Arkadelphia formation overlies the Nacatoch 
formation and is the uppermost Cretaceous rock unit of North 
Louisiana. The Arkadelphia is overlain by the Tertiary 
Kincaid formation. In Sabine Parish (Andersen, 1960) and in 
DeSoto and Red River Parishes (Murray, 1948), the Kincaid is 
considered to overlie the Arkadelphia unconformably, and to 
be about 20 feet thick (Andersen, 1960, p. 47). Durham and 
White (1960, Plate A-93) describe the Tertiary-Cretaceous 
contact exposed at Rayburns dome as a "...phosphatic bored 
boulder zone in the section exposed southeast of the 
quarry." The zone was found exposed between two outcrop, 
one of which was identified by Butler and Jones (1957) as 
Midway in age, the second as Cretaceous. At the time of the 
surface field work, extensive grading operations had 
obliterated these exposures of the Tertiary-Cretaceous 
contact. In other parts of the quarry, in the vicinity of 
the Tertiary-Cretaceous contact (as defined by Butler and 
Jones), little, if any, lithologic difference is notable 
between definite Midway and Cretaceous rocks. The exposed 
section shows the interval to be yellowish brown, 
fossiliferous clays interbedded with boulder sized lentils 
of white, fossiliferous chalk. This lack of significant 
lithologic difference makes impossible an accurate 
subsurface location of the contact by electric log
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characters. As Andersen (1960) and Murray (1948) have 
pointed out, paleontological data is required to locate the 
Kincaid-Arkadelphia (Tertiary-Cretaceous) contact.
CHAPTER IV
THE EVOLUTION OF THE LAKE BISTINEAU STRUCTURAL BRIDGE 
Introduction
The Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge provides an 
opportunity to study the developmental history of a regional 
posiment through a long period of geologic time. The 
bridge, mainly located within Bienville Parish, was a 
subsiding feature during much of the Mesozoic era; 
consequently a nearly complete stratigraphic sequence was 
deposited on it. However, its subsidence rate was 
relatively less than those of the adjacent Winnfield and 
Minden basins and so, formational thinning takes place over 
the bridge. Furthermore, the bridge was often the site of 
shallow water and thus of lithofacies accumulation 
characteristic of high energy conditions in contrast to the 
low energy lithofacies equivalents of the adjacent basins. 
Both detrital and carbonate depositional units were 
affected. Noteworthy examples, which are subsequently 
discussed in detail, include (1) the massive sand deposits 
of the lower Dorcheat which contrast with basin shales to 
the south and interbedded blanket sands and shales to the 
north; (2) the Pettet bank facies which contrasts with the 
calcilutites and shales of the typical Sligo formation; (3) 
James-Rodessa bank facies which contrast with fine grained 
limes and shales, including the Bexar shale, in adjacent
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areas; (4) the increased number of sand beds on the stable 
bridge within the Tuscaloosa formation; and (5) the 
graveliferous facies of the Roberson member which contrasts 
with the shales and sands adjacent to the trend of the 
coarser facies. These units provide examples from the Upper 
Jurassic, and each of the Cretaceous series.
At other times, subsidence of the bridge was sufficient 
to maintain deeper water low energy sedimentation, as 
occurred during the deposition of the Pine Island shale and 
some of the Gulfian units. Although basin and bridge 
lithofacies are similar, these sedimentary units are thinner 
on the bridge. Conversely, during the time of regional 
emergence which separated Comanchean and Gulfian 
sedimentation, the more positive behavior of the bridge 
resulted in greater erosion so that all of the Washita- 
Fredericksburg carbonates were removed from it, as well as a 
portion of the underlying Paluxy, although these units are 
still partially preserved in the adjacent basins.
The character and extent of the bridge changed through 
time due to the postulated evacuation of salt from its 
flanks as the salt structures (piercement domes) grew in the 
adjacent basins.
Stratigraphic evidence of the evolutionary history of 
the bridge prior to that from the beds of the Dorcheat 
formation of the Cotton Valley group is not available from 
wells drilled in Bienville Parish. In order to speculate on
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this history, data from updip areas, where wells have 
penetrated the shallower pre-Dorcheat beds, must be combined 
with the better control for the Dorcheat and younger beds in 
the parish. As a result, the evolutionary history of the 
bridge is in two parts: (1) a speculative early history,
and (2) a better documented history beginning with the 
Dorcheat formation.
In order to facilitate discussion of the speculative 
early history, this Chapter has been organized so that the 
better documented sequential history appears first. This 
organization is necessary as the discussion of the 
speculative history depends to a large extent on data from 
the Dorcheat and younger beds which may be used in 
approaching the problems of the speculative history such as 
probable age of the bridge, the time of initiation of salt 
deformation, and the possible relationships between salt 
deformation structural trends and basement structural 
trends.
Sequential Development of the Bridge
In order to depict the evolution of the Lake Bistineau 
Structural Bridge, evidence from pertinent stratigraphic 
intervals during the Mesozoic are discussed sequentially.
At least one example of each type of stratigraphic and 
structural effect produced by bridge activity is included in 
the following descriptions.
Lower Dorcheat Sand Accumulation: By the beginning of
Dorcheat deposition, the bridge has become an effective 
structural-depositional feature with established 
characteristics which persisted in later times. Atop the 
bridge, marine currents transported and deposited the 
massive quartz sands of the lower Dorcheat, presumably from 
east to west (Sloane, 1958). According to Sloane the 
fluctuation of current direction and clastic volume caused 
sheets of sand to be deposited northward in the lagoonal 
environment normally receiving black shale deposits. The 
presence of the sands and interbedded shales earlier led 
Forgotson (1954) to predict the occurrence of barrier 
beaches to the south, apparently in the general vicinity of 
the bridge as it is presently known.
The work of Sloane (1958), Mann and Thomas (1964) and 
Anderson (ibid.) has outlined the extent of the massive 
Dorcheat sand accumulation (Figure 5). The earliest 
suggestion of the bridge, therefore, is in lower Dorcheat 
time.
Coahuilan
Earliest Documentation of Structural Pattern from Salt 
Deformation: Granata (1963) has shown that at the end of
Coahuilan time the Minden basin had already assumed the 
characteristics of an exceptionally active sedimentary 
basin, indicating that salt deformation was in progress in
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the basin at this time. Figure 6 is an isopach map of the 
Coahuilan strata which were deposited over the bridge, and 
it also shows the position of the salt stocks of each of the 
flanking basins. It can be seen by comparing the figure and 
Plates II, IV, V, VI, and VII that the primary structural 
and depositional patterns developing during this time are 
those which persist throughout the Comanchean, across the 
unconformity separating it from the Gulfian, and at least 
through Taylor time.
From a stratigraphic standpoint, other than relative 
thickness, data are sparse concerning Lower Coahuilan 
sedimentary responses to contemporaneous structural 
modifications of the bridge, but there are sufficient data 
from upper Coahuilan rocks to illustrate the principles 
involved.
The Linear Nature of the Early Bridge Axis and the 
Growth of the Kings Dome Syncline: As was discussed under
"Stratigraphy," the oolitic Pettet member of the Sligo 
formation is considered a bank facies deposit. Concerning 
the origin of oolites, Pettijohn (1957, p. 96), concludes 
that most are "...the product of direct precipitation of 
dissolved materials on nuclei in a 'free-rolling' 
environment." This conclusion is similar to that of Illing 
(1954), who studied the formation of oolitic sands in the 
Bahamas. Illing's studies show that present day oolite 
formation in shallow bank areas is by accretion of calcium
carbonate onto sand grains from marine waters which have 
passed from deep to shallow areas and have become warmed and 
supersaturated as a result. After reaching the shallow 
areas, the oolitic accretion is accomplished as the sand 
grains are transported by currents. It is believed that the 
Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge was a shallow sub-marine 
bank during Pettet deposition, and that the crestal portions 
of the bridge, and its linear extent, are outlined by the 
width and trend of the facies across the parish.
The trend of the Dorcheat and Pettet facies indicate a 
similarity of the structural conditions during the 
deposition of both. However, active subsidence beneath the 
Pettet depositional surface is indicated in the Kings dome 
syncline area. The Pettet facies (Plate IX) and the older 
Coahuilan beds (Figure 6) thicken into the synclinal area 
showing that this synclinal, or negative, deformation had 
been in progress for some time. As is shown by the trend of 
the Pettet facies on Plate II, the syncline had little or no 
effect on the areal extent of the facies. Apparently, 
deposition and subsidence took place at an equal rate across 
the synclinal area, and topographic expression of the bridge 
was maintained. The maintenance of a topographic crest 
across a synclinal area by depositional processes indicates 
that an earlier structural axis of the bridge may have 
existed coincidental with the trend of the Pettet facies in 
the synclinal area. As is shown on Plate II, the present
day axis of the bridge curves around the northern end of the 
Kings dome syncline, and differs from the axial trend of the 
Pettet facies which goes directly across the syncline. The 
northward shift of the structural axis of the bridge is 
thought to be the result of continued salt flow from beneath 
the synclinal area and into the Kings salt dome. In 
contrast to the northward shift around the Kings dome 
syncline area, the present day structural axis on the stable 
bridge and the deformed bridge east of the Kings dome 
syncline follow, approximately, that of the Pettet facies 
trend. This indicates that post-Pettet deformation has not 
significantly altered the location of the bridge axis in 
these two areas.
The domal and anticlinal structures adjacent to the 
Kings dome syncline are residual salt structures whose 
relief is due to the salt evacuation from beneath the 
syncline and their flanks. The continuation of the 
structural pattern of the Coahuilan is evidenced by the data 
of the isopach maps and cross-sections of the Comanchean 
strata.
Continuance of Coahuilan Deformation Pattern During the 
Comanchean: The sediments of the lower Comanchean record a
continuation of the marine environment of the preceding 
Coahuilan time. However, the initial Comanchean unit, the 
Pine Island, is composed of dense limestones and shales both 
in the basins and on the bridge and represents a deeper
water environment over the crest of the bridge than was 
present earlier, particularly during the deposition of the 
Pettet facies of the Sligo formation. The bridge, however, 
was still expressed as a relative positive feature whose 
subsidence rate was less than that of the adjoining basins 
because, as is shown by cross-section DD', Plate X, the Pine 
Island thickens northward into the Minden basin from the 
bridge area. This deeper water environment was short lived, 
however, as is shown by the shallow water bank facies 
development in the overlying James-Rodessa sequence, and the 
pattern of Comanchean deformation was unchanged from earlier 
Coahuilan patterns.
The isopach map of Plate IV illustrates the thickness 
distribution of the interval from the base of the Pine 
Island to the top of the Rodessa. This plate shows the 
structural pattern of the Coahuilan was still dominant, and 
illustrates the presence and influence of the stable bridge 
in the western portion of the parish. Also shown within the 
quasidomal or bridge remnant area, is the Sailes anticline, 
the Kings dome syncline, and the Bear-Creek-Bryceland 
portion of the Sibley-Ada prominence, on the south of which 
is the Lucky dome (see Plate II). The thickness of the 
mapped intervals in the syncline encompassing Prothro and 
Rayburns domes is less certain than for the other areas 
because fewer data are available. While the thickness 
trends illustrated on Plate IV are similar to that of the
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Coahuilan, an interesting lithologic feature is associated
within the James-Rodessa stratigraphic interval.
Deformation Influences on James-Rodessa Bank Facies
Distribution: Granata (1963, p. 56), in discussing the
James lithology in northwestern Louisiana, stated that
The James formation is present throughout the 
Sabine uplift and in most areas can be readily 
distinguished on electric logs. In the northeast 
part of the area (northwest Louisiana) in a line 
running from T.23N., R14N. to T.19N., R.6W., in 
Louisiana, it is very difficult to distinguish the 
James limestone from the overlying 
undifferentiated Rodessa and Bexar formations 
either by electric logs or samples.
The lithology of the James along this trend Granata
describes as, "...white chalk and light grey sugary
limestones..." Sample examination of this facies of the
James in Bienville Parish shows that, in addition to the
quoted description of Granata, an appreciable number of
fossil fragments, calcareous oolites and calcium carbonate
sand grains are present, and that the "sugary limestone"
appearance is due to the cementation of the sand grains and
oolites by white, apparently porous calcium carbonate.
Fragments of this material yielded no visible residue upon
submersion in hydrochloric acid. A comparison of the James-
Rodessa bank facies and the Pettet facies reveals both to
contain sand sized oolites, fossil fragments, and calcium
carbonate. Thus, a similarity in origin is indicated as
both facies were distributed on the crestal portions of the
bridge. The James-Rodessa facies, however, indicates a
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lower energy deposit than the Pettet lithofacies as the 
grain size is smaller and more interstitial carbonate cement 
is present. Figure 7 shows the extent of the James-Rodessa 
bank facies within and adjacent to Bienville Parish.
The broad extent of the James-Rodessa bank facies 
contrasts the rather narrow extent of the Pettet bank 
facies. The areal extent of the facies into the Minden 
basin is not known, but it is probably not present in the 
southern parts of the basin beyond the limits outlined in 
Figure 7. Cross-section DD' of Plate X shows its gradual 
northward disappearance into the Minden basin. The areal 
distribution of the bank facies elsewhere in northern 
Louisiana and south Arkansas indicates that this larger area 
was a broad platform over which marine currents moved 
carbonate elastics.
The lateral connection of the bridge facies with that 
of the platform area to the northeast is probably northeast 
of Bienville Parish in Lincoln Parish in the vicinity of 
Township 18 North, Ranges 3 and 4 west, along the narrow 
belt of the facies shown in Figure 7.
Within the study area the reason for the abrupt western 
termination of the bank facies is problematical. As is 
shown in Figure 7, the western limit of the James-Rodessa 
bank facies extends along a line from the south central 
portion of the parish, across the Kings some syncline near 
the Kings salt dome and across the northeastern corner of
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T.16N., R.9W., but is not present on the stable bridge. The 
Coahuilan Petter facies extended completely along the 
bridge, unlike the James-Rodessa bank facies. Why is the 
James-Rodessa bank facies absent on the stable bridge?
In cross-section DD' of Plate X, the James-Rodessa bank 
facies is subdivided into interval "A," below the unnamed 
shale datum, and interval "B," above the datum. This 
subdivision facilitates documentation of a progressive 
northward shift in the position of the bridge axis around 
the northern end of the Kings dome syncline as the syncline 
grew in response to salt deformation. As the cross-section 
illustrates, the maximum development of the "A" interval is 
farther north than that of the older Pettet facies. The 
northward shifting of the bank facies through time indicates 
that the structural and topographic crest, or axis, of the 
bridge had shifted northward also, since it is probable that 
the maximum thickness of the interval "A" bank facies would 
occur near the topographic and structural crest of the 
bridge. The northward shifting of the bridge axis around 
the north end of the Kings dome syncline during deposition 
of the interval "A" bank facies probably caused a 
northwesterly diversion of the original east-west current 
direction (see also Figure 7). An east-west current 
direction, for the Mesozoic at least, is indicated from the 
earlier work of Forgotson (1954), Sloane (1958), and from 
the location of the apparent source area of the Gulfian
Roberson and Brownstown arenaceous units which appears to be 
in the vicinity of the Monroe uplift to the east-northeast 
of the study area. This diversion of current direction
turned the currents away from the stable bridge area, to the
east of the Kings dome syncline, and northwest toward the 
Ada field-Minden basin area, and consequently, the stable 
bridge, which was a positive feature at this time as 
indicated on cross-sections AA', BA' and CC', Plate X, 
received no interval "A" bank facies deposits. As cross- 
section DD', Plate X, illustrates, the bank facies is 
present in the Ada field area in T.18N., R.8W., and probably 
a short distance into the Minden basin. Well number 2 of 
the cross-section shows a decrease in porosity of the bank 
facies on the south flank of the Minden basin.
Additional evidence for the continued and more 
northward shift of the bridge axis is illustrated on cross- 
section DD', Plate X, by the James-Rodessa interval "B" bank
facies shown above the unnamed shale datum of the cross-
section. Wells nos. 2-7 show the maximum development of 
this interval to be more northward than that for the 
underlying interval "A" bank facies. Further evidence of 
this northward shifting of the interval "B" bank facies is 
found immediately above the datum in wells nos. 8-17. In 
this interval a shale facies of the Winnfield basin tongues 
northward toward the bridge axis extending beyond the axis 
of the earlier interval "A" bank facies development. As the
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bridge axis is approached, the shale thins by facies change, 
into the more porous interval "B" bank facies atop the axis 
of the bridge. This northward shift of the interval "B" 
bank facies indicates continued growth in the Kings dome 
syncline, and a continued northward extension of the 
Winnfield basin onto the bridge flank.
Cross-section AA7, BB7, and CC7 of Plate X indicate the 
abrupt nature of the change from bank facies on the deformed 
bridge and in the Kings dome syncline to dense limestones 
and shales on the stable bridge. Also shown is the abrupt 
increase in thickness in the Kings dome syncline area 
between the stable and deformed bridge areas. Apparently 
this area was undergoing subsidence and the northwesterly 
diverted currents, lacking sufficient energy to transport 
the oolites and other material across the syncline, "dumped" 
them into the subsiding synclinal area.
A second possible reason for the lack of James-Rodessa 
bank facies on the stable bridge is an increase in water 
depth over it during deposition of the facies. It is 
possible that regional south or southwest tilting could have 
caused the stable bridge to be in deeper, basin waters and, 
therefore, in an unfavorable environment for the deposition 
of the bank facies. South or southwestward tilting, 
however, would cause at the same time, a relative increase 
in water depth over the southern flanks of the bridge 
adjacent to the Winnfield basin. The increase in water
depth over the southern bridge flanks should cause this 
portion of the bridge and the stable bridge, to be less 
favorably suited for the deposition of the James-Rodessa 
bank facies. The areal extent of the facies over a large 
area of the southern flank of the bridge argues against 
regional south or southwest tilting (see Figure 7). 
Considering the positive nature of the stable bridge and the 
Sabine uplift against the negative character of the bridge 
flanks, the abrupt western termination of the bank facies 
due to an increase in water depth over the stable bridge 
does not seem likely.
On cross-section DD', Plate X, the James-Rodessa bank 
facies (interval "B") is overlain by a similar facies near 
the top of the James-Rodessa interval. While the lithology 
and environment of deposition of the facies are probably the 
same as the James-Rodessa bank facies, the direction of 
migration of the facies is south in contrast to the 
northward migration of the James-Rodessa bank facies of the 
bridge. According to E. G. Anderson (1979), the deposition 
of this facies is part of a regional southward migrating 
trend established to the north near the Louisiana-Arkansas 
line earlier during the deposition of the basal James. The 
facies is time-transgressive southward, but is not a 
completely laterally continuous lithofacies as its 
accumulation depends on the presence of structural features
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such as the Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge for the proper 
higher energy environment necessary for it accumulation.
As is obvious from the cross-section DD', Plate X, the 
appearance of the facies in the section coincides, 
approximately, with the end of the deposition of the James- 
Rodessa interval "B" bank facies. Investigations made 
during this report show the facies to be present to the 
west, south, and east of Bienville Parish. The deposition 
of the facies is apparently related to regional tectonic 
movements which cause broad areas of the shelf to be changed 
in elevation. The changes in elevation apparently bring 
such positive features as the bridge into a higher energy 
environment where deposition of the facies can occur.
Middle and Upper Comanchean Continuance of the 
Deformation Pattern and the Gulfian-Comanchean Unconformity: 
The continuation of the structural development pattern of 
earlier times is indicated for the middle and upper 
Comanchean by the data of the Ferry Lake Anhydrite isopach 
map, the thickness variations of the overlying Mooringsport, 
and the thickness of the truncated Greenwood and Paluxy 
(Fredericksburg) units.
The thickness distribution of the Ferry Lake Anhydrite 
is similar to that of the underlying Pine Island-Rodessa 
interval, and indicates a continuation of the structural 
deformation documented for the Coahuilan. The Mooringsport 
is the only Comanchean unit younger than the Ferry Lake
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which was not affected by the regional uplift and truncation 
accompanying the formation of the Gulfian-Comanchean 
unconformity. As was noted under "Stratigraphy," the 
thickness variations of the Mooringsport conform to the 
pattern of structural deformation which influence the 
thickness of the older strata.
The regional uplift and truncation which took place 
during the formation of the Gulfian-Comanchean unconformity 
did not disrupt or significantly alter earlier structural 
patterns as is indicated by the subcrop strike pattern of 
the Upper Rusk-Paluxy contact at the unconformity (see 
Figure 2). The Upper Rusk subcrops as an inlier between the 
younger Paluxy strata preserved on the north and south 
flanks of the bridge adjacent to the basins. In addition to 
the Upper Rusk inlier, the broad anticlinal nature of the 
bridge is further indicated by the isolated subcrops of 
equivalent age post Paluxy lower Cretaceous rocks in the 
Minden and Winnfield basins.
Differential stratigraphic preservation beneath the 
unconformity is common in the synclinal arms which extend 
onto the flanks of the bridge from the basins. While the 
full thickness of the Upper Rusk is present in the above- 
mentioned synclinal areas, most of the Paluxy and all of the 
overlying Washita-Fredericksburg carbonates have been 
removed on the bridge although they are present in the 
deeper parts of the flanking basins.
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Locating the Gulfian-Comanchean unconformity in 
Bienville Parish can be difficult. The problem stems from 
the variable lithologic nature of the basal Tuscaloosa and 
the underlying upper Rusk strata, and it is difficult to 
discern the contact as the Rusk in this area contains many 
shale beds near the contact. Southward, into the Winnfield 
basin, however, the basal Tuscaloosa is typically sand, and 
the underlying lower Fredericksburg and upper Rusk strata 
are primarily shales and limestones. In this latter area 
locating the unconformity is not difficult.
Gulfian
Post-Unconformity Continuation of the Salt Deformation 
Pattern: Tuscaloosa sedimentation was initiated following
mid-Cretaceous regional uplift and erosion. In the study 
area, few laterally persistent lithologic differences are 
apparent in the Tuscaloosa, and, therefore, local facies 
studies are rendered useless. In addition, Tuscaloosa sand 
percentage data show such small variations existing between 
wells that no mappable trends can be isolated. Apparently, 
a study area larger than Bienville Parish (850 sq. mi.) is 
necessary to define significant regional trends.
In an attempt to discover some diagnostic stratigraphic 
feature affected by the structural bridge during Tuscaloosa 
deposition, the formation was studied in 59 wells from the 
parish (see Figure 8). In each well a vertical variability
study was made of the sand beds of the Tuscaloosa formation. 
The type of vertical variability presented is a comparison 
of the number of sand beds thicker than one foot compared to 
the total thickness of the Tuscaloosa formation. The sand 
beds are defined by the negative (left) deflections of the 
spontaneous potential curve of the electric logs, the shales 
by the positive (right) deflection. The contact between 
sand and shale is arbitrarily defined ad the midpoint 
between the maximum and minimum negative and positive 
deflection along the s.p. curve. The results of the study 
are shown in Figure 9.
As the graph shows, the data are grouped into four 
categories conforming to the structural subdivision 
of the parish shown in Figure 8; (1) the stable bridge, (2) 
the deformed bridge, (3) the Winnfield basin, and (4) the 
intermediate Winnfield basin.
The stable bridge data points show the Tuscaloosa to be 
thinner in this area as is also shown by the isopach map, 
Plate VI, and that the number of sand beds ranges from 12 to 
29. The deformed bridge data shows the Tuscaloosa to be 
thicker than that on the stable bridge (see also Plate VI) 
and that the range of sand beds is from 15 to 3 7 with the 
exception of the points "d" and "e" which both show 44 san<T 
beds. Points "d" and "e," however, are located on the crest 
of the Lucky field in T.15N., R.7W., and my be anomalous due 
to structural causes. Points "f" and "g" of the deformed
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bridge category are near the margins of the deformed bridge 
and may represent transitional points on the flanks of the 
bridge near the adjoining basins.
The intermediate Winnfield basin group contains five 
points, three of which are lettered "h," Mi," and "j." The 
lettered points are nearer the stable bridge group than the 
remaining two points, which are data from wells in T.14N., 
R.7W., and probably represent transitional data from the 
northeastern margins of the basin. The points "b" and "c" 
are within the Winnfield basin group and probably represent 
data from wells less affected by the stable bridge than 
those of the intermediate Winnfield basin group. Point "a" 
represents data from a well which is located in the 
Winnfield basin southwest of a salt dome, and the data may 
have been affected by salt dome growth, thereby causing its 
association with the deformed bridge group rather than with 
the Winnfield basin groupings.
The data of Figure 9, while not conclusive alone, do 
substantiate the structural subdivision shown in Figure 8. 
The data, in combination with that of Plate VI, further 
indicate a continuation of the deformation pattern during 
the basal Gulfian after formation of the Gulfian-Comanchean 
unconformity, and that the regional uplift accompanying the 
formation of the unconformity did not disrupt the processes 
involved in salt deformation.
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The significance of the Tuscaloosa isopach map (Plate 
VI) is reduced because definable facies trends are absent. 
The vertical variability study enhances the map, but the 
reasons for the apparent differences between the categories 
are not entirely clear. Perhaps differences in relative 
stability were most important in influencing variations in 
the depositional environments of the structural categories.
The structural affiliation of the stable bridge with 
the broad, positive, platform-like Sabine uplift indicates 
that the bridge would be less susceptible to the influences 
of downwarping taking place in the deformed bridge area and 
the Winnfield basin. Granata (1963) has shown that the 
Sabine uplift was a positive feature during the basal 
Gulfian. Studies by this writer show that 2 0 miles west of 
Bienville Parish the Tuscaloosa formation pinches out by 
onlap as a result of the positive nature of the uplift, and 
is overstepped by the overlying Eagle Ford formation (see 
Plate XI, cross-section BB'). The area of the broad, 
positive, Sabine uplift and associated stable bridge were 
probably less influenced by regional subsidence and 
certainly less by salt flow; consequently, thinner 
sedimentary sections accumulated. Fluctuations of the 
transporting agent over this broad, stable area probably 
resulted in winnowing; and, therefore, the ratio of the 
average number of sand beds to the average Tuscaloosa 
thickness is greater over the stable bridge (.181) than to
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the east in the deformed bridge area (.123, .ill, if "d" and 
"e" are excluded) where winnowing was less effective.
The cross-section AA' of Plate XI shows the north-south 
stratigraphic and structural relations of the Tuscaloosa 
formation. As is illustrated, the thinnest Tuscaloosa 
sections in the deformed bridge are over the Sailes 
anticline and the Sibley-Ada anticline. The position of the 
axis of the bridge in the deformed area for the Tuscaloosa 
is probably similar to that of the earlier axial trace of 
the James-Rodessa and that of the maximum Rusk truncation 
produced by the unconformity, but probably a little farther 
northward. The maximum amount of truncation of pre­
unconformity Comanchean sediments shown of the cross-section 
is in well number six. The thinnest Tuscaloosa section is 
in well number five (Plate XI) and approximately one-half of 
the upper Rusk has been removed by truncation also.
The Roberson Graveliferous Facies, an Indicator of the 
Positive Nature of the Bridge and Regional Uplift to the 
South of Bienville Parish: An important Gulfian feature
shown on Plate XIII) is the Roberson graveliferous facies.
A comparison of the Annona Structure map, Plate III, the 
Austin, Taylor, Navarro isopach map, Plate VII, and Plate 
XIII, illustrates that the central axis of the gravel 
accumulation is along a line connecting the Bear Creek- 
Bryceland, Lucky and Topy Creek field areas. Northwestward 
from this trend tongues of the gravel facies extend outward
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from the main body of the gravels. Ogier (1962, Plate II) 
reports the gravel present in T.14N., R.9W., in the T. J. 
Johnson #1 L. L. Golson well in section 19, 10 miles west of 
the Topy Creek field area. The reduction of Ogier's Plate 
II in 1963 has made the symbol for the Roberson gravel 
invisible. It is well shown, however, on his 1962 masters 
thesis (Plate II).
The presence of gravel sized material within a marine 
sequence of rocks along this trend indicates a high energy 
zone within the trend. The alignment of the trend atop 
positive structural features in Bienville Parish suggests 
that the positive structural features were also topographic 
highs along which the gravels moved, probably from northeast 
to southwest. The source area for the gravels is probably 
the Monroe uplift area. However, the gravel trend has not 
been traced northeast from Bienville Parish to the Monroe 
uplift, but it is known that the gravels are present in the 
Simsboro field northeast of Bienville Parish in Lincoln 
Parish (E. G. Anderson, 1979).
It is interesting to note that a tongue of the gravel 
facies extends from the Lucky dome across the Kings dome 
syncline area and into T.16N., R.9W.
The southwest trend of the Roberson gravel facies away 
from the Bear Creek-Bryceland area is in contrast to the 
northwest trend of the much earlier James-Rodessa bank 
facies which was aligned atop the bridge from the Bear
Creek-Bryceland area into the Ada field area. As the 
transport direction of the James-Rodessa bank facies and the 
Roberson gravel facies coming into eastern Bienville Parish 
was probably similar (generally east-west), the question 
arises as to why the Roberson facies tread does not closely 
parallel that of the James-Rodessa away from Bear Creek- 
Bryceland. A possible answer is that regional uplifting was 
taking place to the south of the parish and that this 
uplift, being nearer to the Lucky and Topy Creek areas, 
caused the southern bridge flank areas, where the gravel 
facies is present, to be higher than the Ada field area, 
thereby causing the gravel trend to be carried across the 
higher Lucky and Topy Creek areas, southwest from the Bear 
Creek-Bryceland area rather than toward the Sibley-Ada area. 
The presence of such a regional uplift south of the parish 
during the Austin stage is suggested by Granata (1963, p.
76). He cites thinning of the Austin sediments in Sabine 
Parish 50 miles southwest of Bienville Parish. The thinning 
takes place along a northeast trending axis through central 
Sabine Parish. Granata (1963) postulates that the thinning 
in this area is controlled by structural alignments related 
to an extensive platform area developed earlier during upper 
Trinity and Fredericksburg time. He further states that the 
platform area is also the site of the Angelina-Caldwell 
flexure, a Tertiary feature. Thus, it is possible that 
other areas along the platform trend were nearer the
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southern part of the parish northeast of the thinned Austin 
sequence in Sabine Parish, and were undergoing positive 
uplift, thereby influencing the trend of the Roberson 
gravels in Bienville Parish.
The Diminished Influence of the Bridge During Taylor 
Deposition: The isopach map, Plate VII, shows the thickness
distribution of the Austin, Taylor and Navarro sediments. 
Definable facies trends are absent above the bridge in this 
sequence which prevents a meaningful study of the structural 
and topographic nature of the bridge during Taylor time.
The Austin, Taylor, Navarro isopach map shows the 
presence of the stable bridge, the deformed bridge and the 
synclinal arms of the flanking basins. The deformed Bridge 
is less evident, however. Therefore, it is believed that the 
structural development of the bridge during this time 
interval was similar to that of preceding times but probably 
subdued in growth rate.
The Continuation of the Less Effective Bridge During 
Navarro Deposition: An isopach map of the entire Navarro
interval was not made during this report because the top of 
the Navarro (also top Arkadelphia) is in need of 
paleontologic distinction and could not be picked on 
electrical logs. Assuming a 20 foot thickness for the 
Arkadelphia formation as reported by Andersen (1960), the 
thickness of the Navarro over the parish is about 3 00 feet. 
Until the contact is determined paleontologically and
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correlated regionally by electrical characters, the Navarro 
history of Bienville Parish must remain largely incomplete 
and inferred from the work of others.
According to Granata (1963) the regional thickness 
pattern of the Navarro interval is much different from that 
of earlier Cretaceous rocks. Continuous southward thinning 
in the Ark-La-Tex region is the primary feature of the 
thickness pattern. Distance from source is not the only 
controlling factor according to him. Apparently, during 
Navarro time, a regional positive platform extended from 
East Texas across central Louisiana and into Mississippi 
along the site of the earlier Trinity and Fredericksburg 
platform. The Navarro sediments thin toward this feature. 
Granata's data also show the Sabine uplift and Minden basin 
are not well defined. In fact Granata (p. 77) states that 
the Sabine uplift "...cannot be distinguished..." during 
Navarro deposition.
In view of Granata's evidence, and the relatively small 
thickness variations of the preceding Austin, Taylor and 
Navarro beds of Bienville Parish, the bridge apparently was 
much subdued as a regional positive feature influencing 
stratigraphic patterns during the Navarro stage. In 
addition, the stratigraphic patterns of the Navarro beds as 
shown by Kelly (1961), apparently are not influenced by the 
bridge. The Austin, Taylor, Navarro influence of the
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bridge, therefore, is probably much more reduced than in 
earlier times.
Speculative Early History of the Bridge
In recent years increasing attention has been directed 
toward the investigation of the basement complex beneath the 
Gulf Coastal Province in an attempt to determine what 
relationship exists between basement structure and the 
structure and stratigraphy of the overlying beds.
Speculation on this relationship is briefly discussed here 
as the bridge is believed to reflect, primarily basement 
tectonics while the basins reflect primarily salt tectonics. 
Also discussed is the major hindrance to the resolution of 
basement and post-basement Structure and stratigraphic 
relationships: that is, the coincidence or noncoincidence
between basement tectonic trends and those arising from salt 
deformation. The time of initiation of salt deformation, 
therefore, is important to know in order that the basement 
structural trends and salt deformation trends may be 
separated in time.
The Nature of the Basement Beneath and Adjacent to the 
Bridge
If extrapolated to the basement, the bridge appears to 
reflect the crestal portions of an east-west trending arch 
"connecting” the Sabine and Monroe uplifts. This postulated
arch may be similar to the central arches in the grabens 
(Triassic) of the southern Appalachians (see Figure 10). A 
lack of salt domes on the bridge suggests the possibility 
that this basement arch controlled thickness during salt 
deposition causing the salt to be thinner over its crest 
than in the flanking basin areas. As supporting evidence 
for a thin salt section over the crest, the domeless areas 
of the bridge are compared with the domeless areas of the 
Sabine and Monroe uplifts where thin salt sections have been 
documented by drilling. In addition, the salt source 
synclines show less salt flow activity near the bridge crest 
than in the more basin areas. If the basement arch 
influences salt thickness, its time of inception must 
precede the culmination of Louann salt deposition. The arch 
also may affect the stratigraphy and structure of some pre­
salt beds.
The north-south width of the arch may extend from the 
southern limit of the Winnfield basin to the northern limit 
of the Minden basin. In addition, these limits may 
approximate the position of east-west trending faults which 
bound the central arch.
Time of Initiation of Salt Deformation of the Bridge
The present day anticlinal nature of the bridge is at 
least partly the result of salt deformation, the bridge 
being a residual high between the two basins. A crucial
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maximum and minimum salt th ick n ess and postu lated  b asem en t  
structure.
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date, therefore, in the evolutionary history of the bridge 
is the time of initiation of salt deformation. Fowler 
(1964) reports a "...post-Buckner (subjacent to Cotton 
Valley) zone of structural discordance that extends probably 
throughout the Gulf Coastal Plain..." He postulates that 
two types of structure exist: one above, and one below the
zone of discordance. The lower, oldest structural type he 
relates to basement tectonics, the youngest to "superficial 
gravity tectonics with horizontal extension on normal 
faults." As for the times of initiation of the salt 
deformation of the bridge, the isopach map of the Coahuilan 
beds (Figure 6) indicates that the pattern of structural 
deformation by salt flow was already established at the end 
of the Coahuilan. Therefore, if Fowler is correct in dating 
the earliest possible time of initiation of the youngest 
structural type, the deformation of the bridge by the salt 
flow began sometime between the beginning of the deposition 
of the Cotton Valley sequence and the culmination of that 
of the Sligo (uppermost Coahuilan). An indication that 
deformation probably began during deposition of the Cotton 
Valley beds is derived from the fact that the Cotton Valley 
sequence is the first thick regressive unit deposited 
subsequent to the Louann salt. As Sloane (1958) has pointed 
out (p. 9):
The Shongaloo sequence in Louisiana (as defined by 
Swain (1944) represents the continuation and 
culmination of the regression which commenced 
during the deposition of the Bossier shale.
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Sloane also illustrates the regressive nature of the 
overlying massive Hosston sands in the lower part of the 
formation.
The regressive sequences of the Cotton Valley and most 
of the Hosston indicate regional uplift during their 
deposition. The initiation of salt deformation is likely, 
therefore, to be related to basement tectonic activity 
associated with the regional uplift.
Salt Deformation and Its Relation to Basement Tectonic 
Trends
Fowler (1964) considers the presence of the Louann salt 
incidental to the role of "crustal movements on the 
continental scale." This writer is in partial agreement 
with this consideration since he believes that basement 
tectonics probably initiated salt deformation. However, the 
role of the Louann salt is considered to be of paramount 
importance in areas where the salt is thick in contrast to 
its relative thinness (ca. 1,500 feet) in the study area of 
Fowler's report. In such areas as the Minden and Winnfield 
basins, the influence of deformation of thick salt deposits 
on the thickness and stratigraphy of the basin sediments is 
obvious. A second point of significance lies in the 
magnitude of the structural deformation resulting from salt 
flow: if the salt were thick enough, the structural relief
caused by its deformation might completely mask the very
basement tectonic trends whose activity initiated salt 
deformation. In areas of salt deformation, therefore, it is 
important to know if trends of salt deformation accurately 
reflect regional basement tectonic trends in order to avoid 
usage of nonspecific structural terms. The use of the term 
’'North Louisiana Syncline" is a case in point where 
generalization obscures what is apparently the interrelation 
between basement tectonic trends and salt deformation 
trends.
As was pointed out earlier in Chapter I in the 
"Geologic Setting," general usage of "North Louisiana 
Syncline" has shown the axis of the "syncline" as trending 
across Bienville Parish and incorporating both the Minden 
and Winnfield basin areas. While both basins have a 
synclinal axis, the data herein, and particularly that of 
Plate II, show that the axis of the bridge separates the 
individual axes of the basins. In addition Whitfield (1963) 
shows no synclinal connection between the two basins to the 
east of the parish. The use of "North Louisiana Syncline," 
therefore, does not convey the concept of the bridge or the 
concept of individual growth histories, by salt deformation, 
for the two basins. An equal weakness of the term "North 
Louisiana Syncline" is its failure to impart the possible 
relationship between basement and salt deformation 
structural trends. It is recommended that usage of "North 
Louisiana Syncline" be discontinued and that it be replaced
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by the terms "Minden basin," "Lake Bistineau Structural 
Bridge," and "Winnfield basin." It is felt that these three 
terms are more specific in a structural sense, and as such 
that they more correctly estimate basement and salt tectonic 
relationships.
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The Lake Bistineau Structural Bridge possibly reflects 
an east-west trending, fault bounded, basement arch similar 
to those of the Triassic grabens of the southern 
Appalachians. The time of the inception of the basement 
feature was probably prior to the culmination of Louann salt 
deposition, and it may pre-date the salt itself.
Apparently the basement bridge controlled salt 
thickness during deposition, and, if so, it controlled, 
indirectly, the later pattern of salt deformation. Salt 
deformation, after its inception, was the primary factor 
influencing the stratigraphic and structural features of the 
bridge at least through basal Gulfian time. The exact time 
of inception of salt deformation is unknown. Evidence 
indicates that it possibly began during deposition of the 
regressive Cotton Valley.
After initiation of salt deformation, the present day 
structural characters of the bridge began to form. Of 
interest is the northward growth of the Kings dome syncline, 
the compensating northward shift of the axis of the bridge 
and the subsequent influence of the growth on the 
lithofacies distribution of the James-Rodessa bank facies. 
This pattern of growth probably exemplifies an important 
facet of salt dome basin evolution, and shows the potential
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influence of this type of structural growth on lithofacies 
distribution.
The regional uplift associated with the formation of 
the Gulfian-Comanchean unconformity did not disrupt the 
previously established pattern and process of salt 
deformation. This is shown by the subcrop pattern of the 
Lower Cretaceous units at the unconformity (Figure 2) and 
the data from the basal Gulfian beds.
The data from the Lower Cretaceous, and the basal and 
mid-Gulfian strata indicate a relatively high degree of salt 
deformation activity. The data from the Taylor and Navarro 
strata, however, indicate that the activity of salt 
deformation was decreasing during the latter phase of the 
Cretaceous in Bienville Parish.
The structural and stratigraphic data indicate the 
independent growth histories of the basins flanking the 
bridge. The structural data are particularly valuable in 
this indication as they show no synclinal connection between 
the Minden and Winnfield basins.
The structural relationships between the basins and the 
bridge are believed to provide an excellent example of at 
least one of the relationships possible between structural 
trends resulting from salt deformation (the basins) and 
those related to basement features (the bridge). It is felt 
that the term "North Louisiana Syncline" is too inclusive to 
convey this relationship, and, hence, it is suggested that
"North Louisiana Syncline" be discarded in favor of the 
precise terms "Minden basin," "Lake Bistineau Structural 
Bridge," and "Winnfield basin."
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Well ID Name No. Latitude Longitude TD KB API Number Location
* 1 BECK E B 1 32.5750
2 KENDRICK 1 32.5515
3 MASON 1 32.5350
4 MASON UN 1 32.5330
5 WALKER JAMES 2 32.5110
6 WOODARD-WALKER 1 32.5220
7 WALKER 1 32.5110
8 BATES 1 32.5220
9 WALKER-WOODARD 2 32.5080
10 WOODARD & WALKER 1 32.5070
11 WALKER JAMES 1 32.5060
12 WOODARD 1 32.5060
13 MORRIS,W 1 32.5030
14 HUTTON EST. 1 32.5670
15 HUTTON 1 32.5725
16 MERRIT GAS 1 32.5180
17 JACKSON ALEX 1 32.5110
18 BROADWELL P M 1 32.5210
19 MERRITT ET AL 1 32.5160
20 SMITH 1 32.5060
21 WALKER ANNA A1 32.5060
22 HAMNER W L 2 32.4990
23 WHITE A F 1 32.5040
24 WHITE ET AL 1 32.5070
25 SHAFFER 1 32.5060
26 SMITH, R.E. 1 32.5060
27 WHITE A1 32.5020
1640 11961 281 1701300002 2-18N- 8W
1705 8256 209 1701300004 14-18N- 8W
1600 7391 236 1701300007 23-18N- 8W
1550 7877 236 1701300009 24-18N- 8W
1530 8000 271 1701300010 25-18N- 8W
1410 8174 215 1701300011 25-18N- 8W
1490 7456 233 1701300012 25-18N- 8W
1700 5720 199 1701300016 26-18N- 8W
1560 7800 263 1701300018 35-18N- 8W
1580 5777 262 1701300019 35-18N- 8W
1540 7660 239 1701300020 36-18N- 8W
1410 6675 195 1701300021 36-18N- 8W
1530 11114 238 1701300022 36-18N- 8W
0920 3505 221 1701300025 4-18N- 7W
0985 3352 234 1701300026 4-18N- 7W
0870 9500 310 1701300051 27-18N- 7W
0950 9020 300 1701300052 28-18N- 7W
1090 8362 269 1701300053 29-18N- 7W
1260 8046 200 1701300054 30-18N- 7W
1240 7326 260 1701300055 31-18N- 7W
1370 9500 200 1701300056 31-18N- 7W
1080 5950 278 1701300058 32-18N- 7W
1145 5955 281 1701300059 32-18N- 7W
1070 7603 302 1701300060 32-18N- 7W
1180 8200 255 1701300061 32-18N- 7W
1050 8515 312 1701300062 33-18N- 7W
1040 8515 279 1701300063 33-18N- 7W
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
* Underline indicates well with one or more faults.
APPENDIX: 
WELL 
DATA 
BASE
Well ID Name No. Latitude Longitude TD KB API Number Location
28 MCCANDLISH GU 1 32.4960 93
29 SHAFFER UNIT ET AL 1 32.4990 93
30 JOHNSON W A ET AL 1 32.5020 93
31 JONES A L 1 32.5290 93
32 HOLSTON UN 1 1 32.5180 93
33 GIDDENS J R 1 32.5480 92
34 BRICE UNIT 1 32.5400 92
35 HARPER J O 1 32.5450 92
36 HASSELL 1 32.5270 92
37 DIXON MARGARET A 1 32.5290 92
38 LARY 1 32.5270 92
39 MABEL 1 32.4680 92
40 OZLEY 1 32.4560 92
41 COLBERT 1 32.4570 92
42 JONES IRMA 1 32.4560 92
43 SIMMONS, W. W. B1 32.4400 93
44 CONTINENTAL CAN 1 32.4410 92
45 CONTINENTAL CAN 32.4370 92
46 OZLEY UNIT 1 32.4370 92
47 ROGERS 1 32.4420 92
48 CONTINENTAL CAN 1 32.4220 92
49 HUNT 1 32.4260 92
50 WHITLEY UNIT 1 32.4260 92
51 BAILEY MATTIE 1 32.4130 92
52 BAILEY 1 32.4140 92
53 HODGE-HUNT SOU. ADV 1 32.4120 92
54 PENTACOST,L F 1 32.4690 92
55 BARRINGER 1 32.4540 92
56 LAMAR 1 32.4540 92
57 PIPES 1 32.4430 92
58 DAVIS UNIT 1 32.4410 92
59 DAVIS, ELLA #1 2 32.4360 92
5915 270 1701300064 33-18N- 7W
7915 329 1701300065 33-18N- 7W
8653 367 1701300066 34-18N- 7W
7026 257 1701300071 20-18N- 6W
7501 277 1701300072 29-18N- 6W
9607 423 1701300075 14-18N- 6W
7710 367 1701300076 15-18N- 6W
8015 268 1701300077 16-18N- 6W
11015 294 1701300078 21-18N- 6W
3940 323 1701300079 22-18N- 6W
7805 310 1701300080 22-18N- 6W
8011 343 1701300097 12-17N- 6W
10502 270 1701300099 13-17N- 6W
8500 331 1701300100 14-17N- 6W
9500 318 1701300101 16-17N- 6W
8830 296 1701300102 21-17N- 6W
8212 309 1701300104 23-17N- 6W
3810 318 1701300105 23-17N- 6W
8013 245 1701300106 24-17N- 6W
7990 307 1701300107 24-17N- 6W
7827 224 1701300108 25-17N- 6W
8205 239 1701300109 25-17N- 6W
8212 316 1701300110 26-17N- 6W
7727 269 1701300111 33-17N- 6W
7990 291 1701300112 35-17N- 6W
7947 223 1701300113 36-17N- 6W
11810 346 1701300115 7-17N- 5W
8405 268 1701300116 17-17N- 5W
8000 302 1701300117 18-17N- 5W
8323 268 1701300118 19-17N- 5W
8424 237 1701300119 20-17N- 5W
8250 244 1701300121 20-17N- 5W
u>
VO
1040
0880
0750
0110
0090
9540
9790
9970
9930
9760
9790
9420
9410
9590
9950
0010
9590
9530
9380
9420
9370
9390
9610
9930
9600
9390
9240
9090
9250
9280
9120
9120
Well ID Name No. Latitude
60 MURPHY JOSEPH G 1 32.4370
61 CATHEY E L 1 32.4270
62 STINSON 1 32.4310
63 JORDAN H 32.4270
64 JORDAN H 1 32.4270
65 CULBERTSON V A 1 32.4110
66 CATHEY J 1 32.4100
67 CATHEY W C 32.4160
68 DRISKILL UNIT 1 1 32.4160
69 BOWMAN 1 32.4120
70 BOWMAN H E 1 32.4090
71 SMITH S E 1 32.4070
72 DAVIS BROS LBR A1 32.3930
22 DAVIS BROS LBR 1 32.3770
74 DAVIS B1 32.3790
75 DAVIS LBR CO Cl 32.3690
76 TALBERT F 1 32.3690
77 MCCONATHY UNIT 1 1 32.3580
78 DAVIS BROS. LBR. 1 32.4020
79 DAVIS BROS LBR CO 1 32.3950
80 DAVIS BROS 1 32.3965
81 SMITH HEIRS 1 32.3960
82 JEAN A1 32.3920
83 JEAN 1 32.3910
84 DAVIS LBR. 1 32.4040
85 DAVIS 1 32.3970
86 CONVILLE 1 32.3970
87 HODGE-HUNT Cl 32.3980
88 JOHNS 1 32.3950
89 CON CAN 1 32.3780
90 HODGE-HUNT D1 32.3840
91 CONTINENTAL CAN 1 32.3790
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.8930
92.8910 
92.8950
92.9090
92.9230
92.9230
92.9090 
92.9120
92.8910 
92.8775 
92.8730 
92.8600
92.8220 
92.8180 
92.8270 
92.7830 
92.8140
92.8220 
92.8410 
92.8530 
92.8610 
92.8740 
92.8840 
92.8830 
92.8940
92.8910 
92.9110
92.9240 
92.9200 
92.9180
92.9240 
92.9030
8150 363
8429 325
8300 322
8295 254
8000 230
7801 248
8225 303
8305 286
8350 375
7994 349
8012 300
7928 295
11081 216
11324 292
7201 295
8500 193
7650 276
7322 201
8114 273
8600 284
7906 288
7953 276
7975 290
8000 290
8000 343
8510 317
8000 281
7481 315
8000 318
8105 349
7805 311
8610 345
1701300122
1701300124
1701300125
1701300126
1701300127
1701300128
1701300129
1701300130
1701300131
1701300132
1701300133
1701300134
1701300135
1701300136
1701300137
1701300138
1701300139
1701300141
1701300142
1701300143
1701300144
1701300145
1701300146
1701300147
1701300148
1701300150
1701300151
1701300152
1701300153
1701300154
1701300155
1701300156
21-17N- 5W 
28-17N- 5W
28-17N- 5W
29-17N- 5W
30-17N- 5W
31-17N- 5W
32-17N- 5W
32-17N- 5W
33-17N- 5W
34-17N- 5W
34-17N- 5W
35-17N- 5W
6-16N- 4W
7-16N- 4W
7-16N- 4W
16-16N- 4W
18-16N- 4W
19-16N- 4W
1-16N- 5W
2-16N- 5W
2-16N- 5W
3-16N- 5W
4-16N- 5W
4-16N- 5W
4-16N- 5W
4-16N- 5W
5-16N- 5W
6-16N- 5W
6-16N- 5W
7-16N- 5W
7-16N- 5W
8-16N- 5W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
92 ADVANCE 1 32.3880
93 CONTINENTAL CAN CO 2 32.3830
94 FITTS 1 32.3840
95 LOWE 1 32.3830
96 BAIN 1 32.3880
97 STALL 1 32.3820
98 DAVIS 32.3860
99 SMELLEY 1 32.3690
100 BARNWELL-DRISCOLL 1 32.3680
101 DAVIS LBR CO B1 32.3690
102 BIENVILLE BD/SCHOOL 1 32.3740
103 BIENVILLE PH SCHOOL 1 32.3710
104 CONTINENTAL CAN CO 32.3740
105 CON CAN A2 32.3740
106 HAYS ET AL 1 32.3710
107 BROWN A1 32.3495
108 CON CAN 1 32.3560
109 RUSTON ST BANK 1 32.3560
110 SMITHERMAN 1 32.3410
111 SHIVELY F M 1 32.3370
112 JORDAN J R 1 32.3360
113 RODEN SPENCER 1 32.3190
114 CUMMINGS T J 32.4010
115 CUMMINGS 1 32.3990
116 HARRISON ET AL 1 32.3960
117 LOE UNIT # 1 32.3990
118 POOLE OTIS 1 32.3940
119 JORDAN 1 32.3850
120 LOWERY 1 32.3800
121 KEMP G W 1 32.3710
122 BROWN D E 1 32 .3720
123 FORD 1 32.3680
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.9110
92.8900
92.8910
92.8720
92.8610
92.8550 
92.8390 
92.8340
92.8550 
92.8710 
92.8830 
92.8880 
92.9020 
92.9090 
92.9240 
92.9275
92.8870 
92.8760
92.8870 
92.8990 
92.9250 
92.8975 
92.9370
92.9430 
92.9640 
92.9590 
92.9870
92.9430
92.9430
92.9430 
92.9580 
92.9750
8004 333
8605 309
8593 323
7925 252
7850 245
8370 272
7355 292
7685 239
8004 288
7927 328
8019 409
8040 369
7960 338
8650 335
8831 290
7903 268
8617 302
8000 373
8038 276
8210 315
7929 338
8244 257
13004 244
7443 234
7900 238
7725 223
7750 286
7398 278
8102 241
7912 292
7704 216
8230 236
1701300157
1701300158
1701300159
1701300160
1701300161
1701300162
1701300163
1701300164
1701300165
1701300166
1701300167
1701300168
1701300169
1701300170
1701300171
1701300174
1701300175
1701300176
1701300178
1701300179
1701300180
1701300182
1701300183 
1701300185
1701300187
1701300188 
1701300191
1701300198
1701300199
1701300200
1701300201
1701300202
8-16N- 5W
9-16N- 5W
9-16N- 5W
10-16N- 5W
11-16N- 5W
11-16N- 5W
12-16N- 5W
13-16N- 5W
14-16N- 5W
15-16N- 5W
16-16N- 5W
16-16N- 5W
17-16N- 5W
17-16N- 5W
18-16N- 5W
19-16N- 5W
21-16N- 5W
22-16N- 5W
28-16N- 5W
29-16N- 5W
30-16N- 5W
32-16N- 5W
1-16N- 6W
1-16N- 6W
2-16N- 6W
2-16N- 6W
4-16N- 6W
12-16N- 6W
12-16N- 6W
13-16N- 6W
14-16N- 6W
15-16N- 6W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
124 CONTINENTAL CAN CO 1 32.3610
125 HAYS W T ET AL 1 32.3570
126 SANFORD ET AL 1 32.3600
127 ALLISON U #25 1 32.3370
128 HARRISON 1 32.3410
129 CUMMINGS J T 1 32.3250
130 WILSON T M ET AL 1 32.3240
131 HARRISON UNIT 1 32.3220
132 BUTLER 1 32.3310
133 SO ADV BAG U #2 1 32.3230
134 MARTIN E S 1 32.3275
135 CONT'L CAN 1 32.3150
136 CONTL CAN CO 1 32.3040
137 WIDEMAN WATSON 1 32.3130
138 SOU ADV BAG & PAPER 1 32.3140
139 HUEY,BILL EST 1 32.3140
140 WISE 1 32.2990
141 WHITLEY D T 1 32.2980
142 WIDEMAN WATSON U 2 1 32.2980
143 HARRISON W C ETAL U 1 32.2980
144 LYMBERIS 1 32.2850
145 SOU ADVANCE B & P 32.2840
146 SO ADV BAG & PAPER 1 32.2840
147 HUNT 1 32.2720
148 SMITHERMAN UNIT 1 32.3040
149 ALLISON J H 1 32.3130
150 ALLISON 1 32.3095
151 SOU ADVANCE U A-3 1 32.3070
152 SOU ADV BAG-U A-2 1 32.2970
153 SOU ADV BAG & PAPER A1 32.2980
154 S ADV BAG & PAPER B1 32.2940
155 CONTINENTAL CAN CO 1 32.2870
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.9530
92.9430
92.9450
92.9420
92.9580 
92.9930
92.9770 
92.9590
92.9580 
92.9540 
92.9375 
92.9350 
92.9330
92.9600
92.9770 
92.9890
92.9880 
92.9750
92.9580
92.9420
92.9600 
92.9760
92.9880 
92.9790 
92.8950
92.9060 
92.9050 
92.9170 
92.9190
92.9060 
92.8870 
92.9150
7892 262
8556 224
7900 249
8015 259
8205 202
8004 256
8132 275
8100 194
7975 191
8603 191
7910 276
7877 260
8530 244
8345 195
8000 192
8132 222
8222 227
8100 227
8325 187
8522 271
8500 254
8377 185
8113 191
8606 194
8610 220
8300 248
8300 261
8600 263
8543 293
8875 260
8550 214
8880 282
1701300204
1701300205
1701300206
1701300207
1701300208
1701300209
1701300210
1701300211
1701300212
1701300213
1701300214
1701300215
1701300216
1701300217
1701300218
1701300219
1701300220
1701300221
1701300222
1701300223
1701300224
1701300225
1701300226
1701300227
1701300228
1701300229
1701300230
1701300231
1701300232
1701300233
1701300235
1701300236
23-16N- 6W
24-16N- 6W
24-16N- 6W
25-16N- 6W
26-16N- 6W
33-16N- 6W
34-16N- 6W
35-16N- 6W
35-16N- 6W
35-16N- 6W
36-16N- 6W
1-15N- 6W
1-15N- 6W
2-15N- 6W
3-15N- 6W
4-15N- 6W
9-15N- 6W
10-15N- 6W
11-15N- 6W
12-15N- 6W
14-15N- 6W
15-15N- 6W
16-15N- 6W
22-15N- 6W
4-15N- 5W
5-15N- 5W
5-15N- 5W
6-15N- 5W
7-15N- 5W
8-15N- 5W
9-15N- 5W
18-15N- 5W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
156 CONTINENTAL CAN
157 CONTINENTAL CAN
158 BRADLEY
159 STARK EMMA
160 WALKER, ANNA
161 MCCANDLISH
162 HAMNER W L
163 KENDRICK
164 SOU ADV BAG & PAPER
165 CON CAN
166 CONTINENTAL CAN
167 JOHNSON ALLEN J
168 SUTTON
169 TEASLEY
170 WOODARD-WALKER
171 ENGLISH UNIT ETAL
172 HAMNER EST ETAL U
173 HAMNER
174 YOUNGBLOOD UNIT 3
175 YOUNGBLOOD
176 HAMNER
177 HINES HERMAN UNIT
178 COURTNEY HEIRS
179 BAKER, J.W.
180 CARTER
181 CARTER C S
182 YOUNGBLOOD THOMAS
183 MERRITT
184 COLVIN
185 MERRITT
186 MERRITT
187 MERRITT
B
32.2500
32.2860
32.2470
32.4960
32.4960
32.4950 
32.4940
32.4950 
32.4510 
32.4490
32.4520 
32.4560
32.4520 
32.4410 
32.4080
32.4880
32.4910
32.4870
32.4870
32.4880 
32.4930 
32.4840
32.4800
32.4910
32.4800
32.4800 
32.4775 
32.4550
32.4570
32.4570
32.4570
32.4520
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.9105 4120 182 1701300239 29-15N- 5W
92.7880 1905 165 1701300240 16-15N- 4W
92.8160 10015 208 1701300241 30-15N- 4W
93.1590 10192 228 1701300242 35-18N- 8W
93.1400 7588 194 1701300243 36-18N- 8W
93.1020 6125 258 1701300245 33-18N- 7W
93.0970 5940 275 1701300246 33-18N- 7W
93.0920 5915 269 1701300247 33-18N- 7W
93.0150 8005 367 1701300249 17-17N- 6W
93.0060 11205 370 1701300250 17-17N- 6W
93.0070 4990 367 1701300251 17-17N- 6W
93.0310 10250 312 1701300252 18-17N- 6W
93.0270 7902 334 1701300253 18-17N- 6W
93.0110 7881 365 1701300254 20-17N- 6W
93.0330 8432 321 1701300255 31-17N- 6W
93.0590 10015 338 1701300257 2-17N- 7W
93.0750 8250 268 1701300258 3-17N- 7W
93.0910 7663 252 1701300259 4-17N- 7W
93.0960 5920 265 1701300260 4-17N- 7W
93.0910 5925 281 1701300261 4-17N- 7W
93.1020 7583 283 1701300263 5-17N- 7W
93.1130 9335 213 1701300264 5-17N- 7W
93.1080 7275 215 1701300265 5-17N- 7W
93.1200 6939 233 1701300266 6-17N- 7W
93.1180 6970 223 1701300267 6-17N- 7W
93.1250 8515 221 1701300268 6-17N- 7W
93.0560 9009 291 1701300269 11-17N- 7W
93.0500 7660 259 1701300270 13-17N- 7W
93.0460 13300 260 1701300271 13-17N- 7W
93.0530 2100 244 1701300272 13-17N- 7W
93.0505 5773 239 1701300273 13-17N- 7W
93.0600 2040 243 1701300274 14-17N- 7W 103
Well ID Name NO. Latitude Longitude TD KB API Number Location
188 WOODWARD-WALKER 1 32.4440 93.1340 7310 203 1701300276 19-17N- 7W
189 WOODARD & WALKER 1 32.4450 93.1330 6313 196 1701300277 19-17N- 7W
190 SOUTHERN ADV 1 32.4440 93.0650 6335 308 1701300278 23-17N- 7W
191 MERRITT 1 32.4490 93.0435 2905 3 04 1701300279 24-17N- 7W
192 MERRITT U 2 1 32.4430 93.0460 10489 278 1701300280 24-17N- 7W
193 MERRITT 1 32.4480 93.0400 7810 311 1701300281 24-17N- 7W
194 COLE CLEMMIE 1 32.4320 93.1180 8240 230 1701300282 29-17N- 7W
195 COLE J S 1 32.4200 93.1340 6830 240 1701300283 31-17N- 7W
196 WOODWARD & WALKER 1 32.4130 93.1250 7010 273 1701300284 31-17N- 7W
197 WOODWARD &WALKER UN 1 32.4100 93.1215 6875 259 1701300285 32-17N- 7W
198 CROW B W 1 32.4160 93.1210 7689 241 1701300286 32-17N- 7W
199 WOODARD-WALKER Cl 32.4090 93.1080 7706 295 1701300287 32-17N- 7W
200 WOODARD-WALKER A1 32.4110 93.0910 8300 273 1701300288 33-17N- 7W
201 PURE-HODGE-HUNT 1 32.4130 93.0670 7086 220 1701300289 35-17N- 7W
202 HODGE UNIT 1 32.4130 93.0620 8400 231 1701300290 35-17N- 7W
203 SMITH 1 32.4200 93.0695 7066 232 1701300292 35-17N- 7W
204 WALKER 1 32.4810 93.1400 5740 191 1701300293 1-17N- 8W
205 WOODARD BETTY 1 32.4810 93.1530 6870 208 1701300295 1-17N- 8W
206 WOODARD 1 32.4830 93.1580 6850 190 1701300297 2-17N- 8W
207 WALKER 1 32.4880 93.1610 5375 190 1701300299 2-17N- 8W
208 SMITH E J 1 32.4470 93.2120 5397 323 1701300301 20-17N- 8W
209 WOODARD 1 32.4450 93.1760 1823 197 1701300302 22-17N- 8W
210 WOODARD-WALKER 1 32.4430 93.1660 5414 186 1701300303 23-17N- 8W
211 REEVES 1 32.4100 93.2300 7103 295 1701300304 31-17N- 8W
212 FRYE 1 32.3890 93.2460 6670 257 1701300305 12-16N- 9W
213 RATLIFF 32.3960 93.1950 7201 198 1701300308 4-16N- 8W
214 DAVIS CHARLES L 1 32.3980 93.2330 7952 284 1701300309 6-16N- 8W
215 MILLER 1 32.3810 93.2010 3610 245 1701300311 9-16N- 8W
216 COLBERT ETAL 1 32.3720 93.1670 7704 173 1701300312 14-16N- 8W
217 WHATLEY ELMER 1 32.3310 93.2060 7415 225 1701300317 32-16N- 8W
218 TODD 1 32.3350 93.2150 6380 227 1701300318 32-16N- 8W
219 LESTER 1 32.3945 93.1175 11015 269 1701300321 5-16N- 7W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
220 BRINKLEY L L 1 32.4020
221 COLBERT RICHARD 1 32.3740
222 NEBO OIL 1 32.3310
223 BODCAW 2 32.3250
224 NEBO OIL CO A5 32.3260
225 SIMMONS 1 32.4060
226 NEBO OIL CO A1 32.3410
227 NEBO OIL CO A6 32.3250
228 HAY 1 32.3290
229 NEBO OIL CO A2 32.3130
230 WOODS 1 32.3100
231 MILLER UNIT 1 1 32.2980
232 SPRAWLS W C 1 32.2990
233 NEBO OIL CO A4 32.2840
234 SPRALLS 1 32.2870
235 NEBO OIL A3 32.2840
236 WIMBERLY 2 32.3130
237 ROWELL L E 1 32.3140
238 FEE 35 32.2985
239 NEBO OIL CO A1 32.2990
240 VAN2ANT 1 32.2990
241 NEBO OIL CO B1 32.2850
242 WHITE UN 1 32.2840
243 HAYS 1 32.2840
244 HAYS H N A1 32.2730
245 NEBO OIL B2 32.2700
246 VAN CLEAVE F V 1 32.3010
247 BOYETT 1 32.2720
248 SMITH 1 32.2720
249 LA STATE 1 32.3880
250 U S GOVERNMENT 1 32.3940
251 TOOKE UNIT 1 32.3840
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
93.1300
93.0780
93.0980
93.0615
93.0440
93.0080
93.0240 
93.0280 
93.0070
93.0060
93.0240
93.0240
93.0060
93.0060
93.0060 
93.0230
93.0430
93.0600 
93.0720 
93.0590
93.0430
93.0430
93.0600 
93.1080 
93.1050
93.0430 
93.1860 
93.2360 
93.2300 
93.4220 
93.4190 
93.3800
6870 264
8257 269
8256 290
11880 284
7656 317
8300 270
8444 355
8206 327
8504 317
8303 272
8149 259
7458 210
7987 283
7569 270
5006 243
10329 273
6876 267
8010 260
8000 261
7799 273
8029 232
7955 328
7954 339
3549 286
3525 286
7839 317
8723 160
3405 218
6641 223
5716 154
4353 193
5336 253
1701300322
1701300323
1701300324
1701300326
1701300327
1701300328
1701300331
1701300332
1701300333
1701300334
1701300335 
1701300337
1701300340
1701300341
1701300342
1701300343 
1701300345 
1701300347 
1701300350 
1701300354
1701300368
1701300369 
1701300372
1701300376
1701300377
1701300378
1701300381
1701300382
1701300383
1701300386
1701300387 
1701300389
6-16N- 7W
15-16N- 7W
33-16N- 7W
35-16N- 7W
36-16N- 7W
5-16N- 6W
30-16N- 6W
31-16N- 6W
32-16N- 6W
5-15N- 6W
6-15N- 6W
7-15N- 6W
8-15N- 6W 
17-15N- 6W
17-15N- 6W
18-15N- 6W
1-15N- 7W
2-15N- 7W
10-15N- 7W
11-15N- 7W
12-15N- 7W
13-15N- 7W
14-15N- 7W
17-15N- 7W
20-15N- 7W
24-15N- 7W
10-15N- 8W
19-15N- 8W
19-15N- 8W
8-16N-10W
8-16N-10W
10-16N-10W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
252 HAVIS 1 32.3920
253 HAVIS 1 32.3890
254 CARTER 1 32.3870
255 SHEHEE H D 32.3760
256 SHEHEE 32.3760
257 GIDDENS 1 32.3755
258 COOK L B UNIT 1 32.3780
259 LONG BELL 1 32.3770
260 GAYOSO 1 32.3680
261 WIMBERLY H R 1 32.3760
262 THOMAS O G Cl 32.3630
263 JEAN LUMBER CO 1 32.3260
264 DAVID T C 1 32.3930
265 THOMAS M B 1 32.3835
266 DAVIS 1 32.3810
267 BERTHA 1 32.3790
268 CAGLE 1 32.3710
269 PIETSCH 1 32.3580
270 GIVENS W.A. 1 32.3400
271 BARNWELL-BISTINEAU 1 32.3430
272 SCOTT 1 32.3230
273 BANK OF RINGGOLD 1 32.3220
274 WOODARD J K 1 32.2620
275 LONGBELL LBR. 1 32.2620
276 LONG BELL 1 32.3110
277 INT PAPER 1 32.3160
278 WAITS 1 32.3110
279 GREEN B1 32.3040
280 BURKETT 1 32.2950
281 LOCKE 1 32.3090
282 GILBERT 2 32.3100
283 WOODARD-WALKER 1 32.3040
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
93.3740 
93.3680 
93.3440 
93.3520 
93.3580
93.3650
93.3740
93.3650 
93.3660 
93.3850 
93.3540 
93.3920 
93.3350 
93.3140 
93.2590
93.3340
93.3340 
93.2670
93.2540 
93.3000
93.2540 
93.2740 
93.2770 
93.3030 
93.3590 
93.3820 
93.3940 
93.4090 
93.4080 
93.3960 
93.4010 
93.3810
5793 212
8404 227
6997 176
3550 155
5194 216
8340 208
5235 221
5189 223
5235 211
5210 200
5366 205
2856 226
8816 234
8335 228
6807 209
8545 186
5843 237
6505 256
6989 200
6310 288
6118 255
5031 277
6415 275
3161 231
2882 230
3000 292
3000 198
2910 178
3015 172
2800 185
3345 196
3017 346
1701300390
1701300391 
1701300393 
1701300404 
1701300408 
1701300411
1701300415
1701300416
1701300417 
1701300421 
1701300436
1701300438
1701300439
1701300440
1701300441
1701300445
1701300446
1701300449
1701300450 
1701300452
1701300454
1701300455
1701300460
1701300461
1701300462 
1701300464 
1701300469 
1701300473
1701300475
1701300476 
1701300485 
1701300490
11-16N-10W
11-16N-10W
12-16N-10W
13-16N-10W
13-16N-10W
14-16N-10W 
14-16N-10W
14-16N-10W
14-16N-10W
15-16N-10W
24-16N-10W
33-16N-10W
7-16N- 9W
8-16N- 9W
11-16N- 9W
18-16N- 9W
18-16N- 9W
23-16N- 9W
25-16N- 9W
28-16N- 9W
36-16N- 9W
3-15N- 9W
27-15N- 9W
28-15N- 9W
2-15N-10W
3-15N-10W
4-15N-10W
8-15N-10W
9-15N-10W
9-15N-10W
9-15N-10W
10-15N-10W
Well ID Name No. Latitude Longitude TD KB API Number Location
284 GRAVES & THOMAS 1 32.2660
285 LONG BELL LBR 1 32.2480
286 WOODARD 1 32.2410
287 CHANDLER 1 32.2470
288 FAIR 1 32.1940
289 NEBO OIL B3 32.2240
290 PARDEE 1 32.2120
291 BIENVILLE O&G ET AL 1 32.2110
292 BIENVILLE LBR 1 32.2120
293 BIENVILLE LBR CO B2 32.1980
294 PAGE 1 32.2040
295 GODFREY 1 32.1910
296 DRIGGERS 1 32.1870
297 LACY 1 32.2140
298 LACY 32.1970
299 BYRD ETAL 1 32.1930
300 MARTIN DEV. 1 32.1770
301 LACY 1 32.1780
302 GOOD PINE 1 32.1640
303 SEXTON 1 32.1475
304 CONTINENTAL CAN 32.2440
305 CONTINENTAL CAN 32.2440
306 CONTINENTAL CAN 7 32.2340
307 CONTINENTAL CAN CO 32.2340
308 CASTON E G 1 32.2210
309 BODCAW LUMBER 1 32.1690
310 NEBO OIL 1 32.1630
311 FRAZIER 1 32.1940
312 BABERS 1 32.1820
313 WOODARD-WALKER 1 32.1590
314 WOODARD DOROTHY 2 32.4960
315 ASHLEY 1 32.3710
3630 2930 293 1701300494 23-15N-10W
3560 2964 297 1701300496 35-15N-10W
2670 3228 213 1701300498 35-15N- 9W
1510 3535 185 1701300499 36-15N- 8W
0240 5006 196 1701300500 18-14N- 6W
0790 8245 323 1701300501 3-14N- 7W
1150 6120 281 1701300503 8-14N- 7W
0880 6119 288 1701300504 9-14N- 7W
0930 8005 242 1701300505 9-14N- 7W
0970 7888 260 1701300506 16-14N- 7W
1310 6003 251 1701300507 18-14N- 7W
1260 9000 285 1701300508 18-14N- 7W
0680 3800 299 1701300509 23-14N- 7W
2010 3543 161 1701300513 9-14N- 8W
1560 3505 220 1701300514 14-14N- 8W
1900 3470 195 1701300515 16-14N- 8W
1900 3353 181 1701300516 21-14N- 8W
1580 3505 192 1701300522 23-14N- 8W
1450 10951 157 1701300527 25-14N- 8W
1440 3393 229 1701300553 36-14N- 8W
9450 4045 265 1701300555 36-15N- 6W
9340 709 226 1701300556 36-15N- 6W
9370 4237 240 1701300557 36-15N- 6W
8320 10215 180 1701300559 36-15N- 5W
8370 10100 218 1701300561 1-14N- 5W
9175 8681 196 1701300562 30-14N- 5W
9160 7770 215 1701300563 30-14N- 5W
9570 8523 195 1701300564 14-14N- 6W
9580 6800 172 1701300565 23-14N- 6W
9380 4022 228 1701300567 36-14N- 6W
1410 8014 197 1701300607 36-18N- 8W
3850 5725 164 1701300610 15-16N-10W
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
93
93
Well ID Name No. Latitude
316 GOLSEN 1 32.3790
317 CONT CAN K1 32.2380
318 FITTS A1 32.3860
319 BOGAN 1 32.1920
320 GAYOSO 2 32.3630
321 CON CAN 2 32.3980
322 BEBERS 1 32.2260
323 BACHELOR ET AL 1 32.3730
324 ROBINSON J B 1 32.2400
325 ALLISON ORA MAE 1 32.3875
326 CONTINENTAL CAN A1 32.2630
327 CONT CAN U HOSS SUG 1 32.2505
328 CONT CAN U HOSS SUI 3 32.2540
329 POOLE OTIS 2 32.3940
330 CONT CAN HOSS SU N A1 32.2400
331 FEDERAL LAND BANK 2 32.4010
332 COOK 1 32.3580
333 LAWHON R T 1 32.3730
334 CONTINENTAL CAN 3 32.2410
335 CONT CAN U HOSS SUA 4 32.2660
336 JONES LONETTE ET AL 1 32.4090
337 WOOD UNIT 1 2 32.3150
338 POLAND BILLIE 1 32.4070
339 THRASH 1 32.4320
340 QUALLS U HOSS SU J 1 32.2550
341 CONNELL EFFIE 1 32.4320
342 ALLEN I J 1 32.2630
343 CUMMINGS D R 1 32.4310
344 PARDEE 1 32.2080
345 CONTINENTAL CAN CO 1 32.3980
346 RHODES ET AL 1 32.4965
347 FEDERAL LAND BANK 3 32.3840
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
93.3880
92.8050
92.8920
93.1480
93.3660
92.9580
92.8150 
93.3170
92.8150 
92.9605 
92.9210 
92.8330 
92.7990
92.9730 
92.7890 
92.9290 
93.2830 
93.2200 
92.8040 
92.7860 
92.9470 
93.0290
92.9730 
93.0000 
92.7880 
93.1950 
92.7980 
93.0120 
93.1100 
93.1210 
93.0780 
92.9770
5235 253
8350 174
9134 318
3489 278
8508 188
10733 230
8350 168
6056 245
8350 186
11876 220
4310 208
9317 193
10193 186
11297 290
8273 167
12367 293
8897 253
6800 288
8407 163
10183 204
11010 238
13570 268
13137 234
9497 332
8352 190
10005 243
8512 198
8802 355
6008 250
11600 283
7600 343
12487 302
1701300611
1701320004
1701320007
1701320009
1701320010
1701320011
1701320014
1701320015 
1701320017
1701320019
1701320020
1701320022
1701320023
1701320024
1701320025
1701320027
1701320028
1701320029
1701320030
1701320032
1701320033 
1701320035
1701320040
1701320041 
1701320043
1701320045
1701320046
1701320047
1701320050
1701320051
1701320052 
1701320054
15-16N-10W
32-15N- 4W
9-16N- 5W
13-14N- 8W
14-16N-10W
2-16N- 6W
6-14N- 4W
17-16N- 9W
31-15N- 4W
11-16N- 6W
19-15N- 5W
25-15N- 5W
29-15N- 4W
3-16N- 6W
33-15N- 4W
6-16N- 5W
22-16N- 9W
17-16N- 8W
32-15N- 4W
21-15N- 4W
36-17N- 6W
6-15N- 6W
34-17N- 6W 
28-17N- 6W 
28-15N- 4W
28-17N- 8W
20-15N- 4W
29-17N- 6W
8-14N- 7W
5-16N- 7W
34-18N- 7W
10-16N- 6W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
348 WILLIAMS EST 1 32.3780
349 WOODARD-WALKER 1 32.4160
350 BYRD ESTATE 1 32.1790
351 CALHOUN A1 32.4385
352 POLAND 32.4090
353 COOK 1 32.3570
354 VERNON HOSSTON SU K 1 32.3780
355 SMELLEY 1 32.3660
356 DAVIS BROS-HOSS SV 1 32.3775
357 GOLSON L L 1 32.2630
358 MARCUS ELMER 1 32.3540
359 DAVIS BROTHERS LBR 1 32.3935
360 CHANDLER J W 1 32.3540
361 JOHNSTON,K.D. 1 32.1890
362 KEMP 1 32.2770
363 EVANS, DARRELL 1 32.3020
364 CONTINENTAL CAN 1 32.3990
365 HAYS W T 1 32.3720
366 DAVIS BROS LUMBER B1 32.3725
367 HIGHLAND TIMBER 1 32.4330
368 LAWHON 1 32.3600
3 69 PAGE EST. 1 32.4130
370 CUMMINGS OTTO 1 32.4390
371 WATTS 1 32.2440
372 MC CONATHY HOSS SU 1 32.3575
373 WOODARD-WALKER 1 32.3865
374 RYAN R F 1 32.4070
375 COLE J H MRS HOSS A 1 32.4195
376 COX WM HOSS A SUJ 1 32.3865
377 CONT'L CAN CO B1 32.3905
378 LOE EST. 1 32.4085
379 JOHNSON HOSS B SU L 1 32.4530
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.8070
93.2130
93.1730
93.0170
92.9690
93.2810
92.8150
92.8185
92.7915
93.3225
93.2180
92.8075
93.1860
92.8890
92.9470
93.3190
93.1140 
92.8045 
92.7910 
93.0240 
93.2090 
93.1320 
93.0420 
93.3030 
92.8195 
93.1105 
93.2470
93.1140 
93.1255 
93.1010 
92.9595 
93.0310
9430 243
7035 259
3396 204
9119 340
7950 229
5684 258
9010 242
11057 226
8500 195
5505 240
6810 246
8401 197
6811 164
7527 237
8770 207
3107 285
8400 275
8510 265
8515 209
9000 303
6008 224
9217 236
8904 299
3125 236
9541 203
9500 323
5893 257
10222 254
9894 247
9518 330
9140 271
9014 314
1701320055
1701320057
1701320058
1701320059
1701320062
1701320063 
1701320069
1701320075
1701320076
1701320081
1701320082
1701320083
1701320084 
1701320087 
1701320090 
1701320092 
1701320095
1701320097
1701320098
1701320099
1701320100
1701320101 
1701320104
1701320108
1701320109
1701320111
1701320112
1701320113
1701320114
1701320115
1701320117
1701320118
8-16N- 4W
32-17N- 8W
22-14N- 8W
20-17N- 6W
34-17N- 6W
22-16N- 9W
7-16N- 4W
18-16N- 4W
9-16N- 4W
30-15N- 9W
20-16N- 8W
5-16N- 4W
22-16N- 8W
16-14N- 5W
13-15N- 6W
8-15N- 9W
5-16N- 7W
17-16N- 4W
16-16N- 4W
30-17N- 6W
20-16N- 8W
31-17N- 7W
24-17N- 7W
33-15N- 9W
19-16N- 4W
8-16N- 7W
1-16N- 9W
32-17N- 7W
7-16N- 7W
9-16N- 7W
35-17N- 6W
18-17N- 6W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
380 MRS. SALLEY JAMES 1 32.4040
381 DAVIS BROTHERS Cl 32.3860
382 STREETMAN 1 32.4320
383 DAVIS BROTHERS LMBR D1 32.3850
384 SUTTON 1 32.4670
385 SMITH 1 32.4330
386 TARDO SAN P 1 32.2260
387 DAVIS BROS LBR CO FI 32.3925
388 SMELLY HOSS SU N 1 32.3655
389 WALKER, WOODWARD 1 32.4670
390 RYAN 32.4005
391 WOODWARD&WALKER A1 32.4250
392 PIERCE 1 32.3770
393 OLINKRAFT 1 32.1440
394 GARRETT A R HOSS S 1 32.3530
395 TALBOT 1 32.2270
396 WOODARD-WALKER B1 32.4390
397 CONTINENTAL CAN HSU Cl 32.3580
398 PARDEE HOSS C SUN 1 32.2090
399 DAVIS BRO LBR CO G1 32.3435
400 HASSELL 1 32.4180
401 CON CAN D1 32.2340
402 PULLIG W E 1 32.3910
403 CONTINENTAL CAN El 32.4045
404 LAWHON 1 32.4200
405 OZLEY 1 32.4565
406 THOMAS 1 32.4810
407 WOODARD WALKER HOSS Cl 32.3770
408 SMITH 1 32.3990
409 WILLAMETTE INDUSTRY 1 32.4160
410 BROWN GERTRUDE 1 32.4250
411 CON CAN 2 32.4050
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
93.1350
92.8070
93.0420
92.8345
93.0120
93.0590
92.8320
92.7920
92.8315
93.0000 
93.2460 
93.0920
93.1270 
93.0035 
92.8020 
92.8220 
93.0690 
92.8440 
92.8480 
92.8405 
93.0175 
92.8310
93.1425 
93.0755 
93.1840 
92.9435
93.0000 
93.1120
93.1425 
93.0745
93.1270 
93.1200
9919 248
8516 207
9684 281
9271 295
9506 368
9514 292
8718 153
8516 206
8515 222
9470 354
5912 247
10218 239
9714 315
9549 252
10016 216
8718 184
9992 293
9616 265
8708 154
10100 304
9500 314
8717 165
10018 222
9712 265
7188 235
10820 269
9600 469
9515 275
9840 199
10033 234
10473 214
10001 299
1701320119
1701320120
1701320121
1701320122
1701320123
1701320125
1701320126
1701320127
1701320128
1701320129
1701320130
1701320132
1701320133
1701320135
1701320136 
1701320138
1701320142
1701320143
1701320144
1701320145
1701320146
1701320147
1701320148
1701320149
1701320150
1701320151
1701320152
1701320153
1701320154
1701320156
1701320157
1701320158
6-16N- 7W
8-16N- 4W
25-17N- 7W
12-16N- 5W
8-17N- 6W
26-17N- 7W 
1-14N- 5W
4-16N- 4W
13-16N- 5W
9-17N- 6W 
1-16N- 9W
28-17N- 7W
18-16N- 7W
4-16N- 7W
20-16N- 4W
6-14N- 4W
23-17N- 7W
24-16N- 5W
11-14N- 5W
25-16N- 5W
32-17N- 6W
36-15N- 5W
12-16N- 8W
3-16N- 7W
34-17N- 8W
13-17N- 6W
4-17N- 6W
17-16N- 7W
1-16N- 8W
34-17N- 7W
30-17N- 7W
5-16N- 7W
Well ID Name No. Latitude Longitude TD KB API Number Location
412 CONTINENTAL CAN FI 32.4325
413 CLARK 1 32.2120
414 CALDWELL 1 32.3575
415 BAKER ET AL 1 32.3930
416 EVANS,D D 1 32.3620
417 CONTINENTAL CAN CO 2 32.4190
418 CATHCART 1 32.3770
419 CONTINENTAL CAN G1 32.2235
420 JOHNSON J H ET AL A1 32.4190
421 CONTINENTAL CAN HI 32.3980
422 WOODARD-WALKER HOSS D1 32.4670
423 CONTINENTAL CAN J1 32.2120
424 WALKER WOODARO El 32.3960
425 SMITHERMAN 1 32.3415
426 GARNER ET AL UNIT 1 32.4830
427 CRAWLEY 1 32.1975
428 MARTIN TIMBER 1 32.2890
429 CONTINENTAL CAN CO LI 32.1835
430 CONTL CAN:HOSS C SU K1 32.1970
431 WILLIAMETTE B1 32.2035
432 COURTNEY 1 32.4810
433 WALTON 1 32.1920
434 HARRISON 2 32.3960
435 MARTIN TIMBER CO A1 32.2270
436 DAVIS BROTHERS LMBR 11 32.3930
437 FREY L T 1 32.2045
438 MERRITT-HOSS B SUR 1 32.4555
439 COLE-HOSS B SUT A1 32.4260
440 CONTINENTAL CAN CO Ml 32.4110
441 SMITH A1 32.3465
442 ROBINSON J B UN HBS 2 32.2340
443 HOLLAND HOSS SUL 1 32.3860
0760 9139 316 1701320159 27-17N- 7W
8320 9000 195 1701320161 12-14N- 5W
8490 9620 270 1701320163 23-16N- 5W
3440 8650 216 1701320164 12-16N-10W
1340 9786 265 1701320165 19-16N- 7W
0245 9368 323 1701320166 31-17N- 6W
1440 9632 214 1701320167 13-16N- 8W
8490 8718 216 1701320168 2-14N- 5W
0500 9690 244 1701320170 36-17N- 7W
0670 10175 309 1701320171 2-16N- 7W
9825 10016 457 1701320172 10-17N- 6W
8220 9002 148 1701320173 7-14N- 4W
3530 8098 201 1701320174 1-16N-10W
8650 9912 309 1701320175 27-16N- 5W
0950 9513 260 1701320177 4-17N- 7W
8310 8706 163 1701320178 13-14N- 5W
1980 6204 159 1701320179 16-15N- 8W
8340 8788 160 1701320181 24-14N- 5W
8220 8815 162 1701320182 18-14N- 4W
8810 9010 150 1701320183 9-14N- 5W
0500 9487 317 1701320184 1-17N- 7W
8485 8816 165 1701320185 14-14N- 5W
9630 11600 224 1701320186 2-16N- 6W
2110 7200 141 1701320187 5-14N- 8W
8320 8265 285 1701320189 1-16N- 5W
8980 9316 286 1701320190 8-14N- 5W
0655 9218 224 1701320191 14-17N- 7W
1140 9992 255 1701320192 29-17N- 7W
0595 10144 274 1701320193 35-17N- 7W
1490 9916 264 1701320194 25-16N- 8W
8195 8665 206 1701320195 31-15N- 4W
8420 8450 313 1701320196 12-16N- 5W
93
92
92
93
93
93
93
92
93
93
92
92
93
92
93
92
93
92
92
92
93
92
92
93
92
92
93
93
93
93
92
92
Well ID Name No. Latitude
444 PEOPLES 1 32.1850
445 CON CAN N1 32.2090
446 CONT CAN D 2 32.4605
447 SUTTON-HOSS B SUDD A1 32.4445
448 BLACKWOOD 1 32.1855
449 HAMNER ETAL HOSS SU 1 32.3620
450 COLNIN 1 32.4620
451 CONTINENTAL CO Ol 32.4035
452 POOLE 1 32.3745
453 WOODARD-WALKER FI 32.4400
454 CONTINENTAL CAN CO E2 32.3970
455 CONTINENTAL CAN PI 32.3900
456 CONTINENTAL CAN Q1 32.4525
457 DAVID 1 32.3910
458 WILLIAMS HOSS SUP A1 32.3675
459 BARRON W E 1 32.2200
460 MERRITT D UNIT 1 32.4520
461 ALEXANDER 1 32.3700
462 WOODARD "C" 3 32.5180
463 BROWN HOSS C SUNN 1 32.1690
464 WOODARD-WALKER "G" 1 32.5340
465 GOFF 1 32.3595
466 CONTINENTAL CAN CO R1 32.1915
467 FREY A1 32.1770
468 CONTINENTAL CAN CO SI 32.1660
469 WOODARD-WALKER HI 32.4190
470 TAYLOR L 2 32.4450
471 FLOWERS ET AL 1 32.2390
472 WALTON LOGAN A1 32.1830
473 CONTL CAN & HUNT H 1 32.2130
474 YOUNGBLOOD THOMAS 1 32.4670
475 WOODS 1 32.3930
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.8470
92.8740
93.0150
93.0770 
92.8970 
93.1190
93.0525
93.0525 
92.9885 
93.0925
93.0770 
93.0650 
92.9825 
93.3325 
92.7980 
92.8820 
93.0750 
92.9790 
93.1510 
92.8530 
93.1675 
93.0060 
92.8980 
92.8460 
92.8625 
93.0975 
92.9795 
92.8300 
92.8915 
92.8050 
93.0520 
92.9480
8774 154
9050 236
9520 352
9250 276
8916 179
9710 254
9208 266
10400 296
9494 259
9755 261
9392 231
9751 223
9447 320
8235 240
8514 265
9066 227
9303 247
9505 256
9820 255
8800 199
8980 239
9505 240
8894 206
8815 171
8900 158
9467 252
9416 336
8816 168
8830 216
9014 139
9518 256
9012 234
1701320197
1701320200
1701320201
1701320202
1701320203
1701320204
1701320205
1701320207
1701320208
1701320209
1701320210
1701320212
1701320213
1701320214
1701320215
1701320216
1701320218
1701320219
1701320220
1701320225
1701320226
1701320227
1701320228
1701320229
1701320230
1701320231
1701320232
1701320233
1701320234
1701320235
1701320236
1701320237
23-14N- 5W
10-14N- 5W 
17-17N- 6W
22-17N- 7W
20-14N- 5W
20-16N- 7W
13-17N- 7W
1-16N- 7W
16-16N- 6W
21-17N- 7W
3-16N- 7W
11-16N- 7W
15-17N- 6W
7-16N- 9W
17-16N- 4W
4-14N- 5W
15-17N- 7W
15-16N- 6W
25-18N- 8W
26-14N- 5W
23-18N- 8W
20-16N- 6W
17-14N- 5W
23-14N- 5W
27-14N- 5W
33-17N- 7W
22-17N- 6W 
36-15N- 5W
21-14N- 5W
8-14N- 4W
12-17N- 7W
1-16N- 6W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
476 STEWART 1 32.5270
477 JOHNSON B1 32.1920
478 HARPER 1 32.1840
479 MERRITT C 32.4675
480 CONTINENTAL CAN A1 32.2700
481 CONTINENTAL CAN CO T1 32.1850
482 DAVIES LULA R ET AL 1 32.1910
483 EMERSON 1 32.4590
484 CONT CAN CO 1 32.1570
485 OUZTS A 2 32.4975
486 CON CAN L2 32.1850
487 BODCAW FEE LBN 3 32.1785
488 SUTTON "A" 1 32.4670
489 ADAMS N T 1 32.3890
490 YOUNGBLOOD-A 1 32.4680
491 CONTINENTAL CAN 1 32.2775
492 BODCAW FEE LBN 32.3770
493 BAKER A. 1 32.4625
494 ROBINSON 1 32.2215
495 BODCAW B1 32.1790
496 MARTIN T A 1 32.2535
497 BLANKENSHIP J N 1 32.1920
498 BODCAW FEE 32.1785
499 BODCAW LBN 32.1710
500 BODCAW 1 32.1485
501 WHATLEY 1 32.3320
502 CONTINENTAL CAN U1 32.2190
503 LBN 32.1710
504 INT'L PAPER CO 1 32.3780
505 THOMAS ET AL 1 32.3120
506 CONTINENTAL CAN VI 32.1710
507 LYLES A1 32.4620
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.9630
92.8890
92.9410
93.0360
92.8640
92.8740
92.8740 
92.9620 
92.8636 
93.1175
92.8370 
92.9090 
93.0850 
93.2160 
93.0601 
92.7865 
93.1030 
93.0985
92.8370 
92.9010 
93.2990 
92.8632 
92.9150 
92.9260 
92.8810 
93.2100 
92.8235 
92.9070 
93.3650 
93.2105 
92.8910 
93.1115
9514 391
8900 200
12631 216
9435 280
9050 196
8915 204
8897 224
9514 327
8768 176
10009 263
8515 160
11700 217
10000 263
6902 320
9518 246
8614 246
9500 258
10020 236
8683 222
8914 159
10500 263
9000 192
8814 218
9716 218
8817 239
6460 214
8709 151
8816 192
8600 233
6010 180
9014 172
9709 233
1701320239
1701320240
1701320241
1701320242
1701320243
1701320244
1701320245
1701320246
1701320247
1701320248
1701320249
1701320250
1701320251
1701320253
1701320254
1701320255
1701320256
1701320257
1701320258
1701320259
1701320260
1701320261
1701320262
1701320264
1701320265
1701320266
1701320267
1701320268
1701320269
1701320270
1701320271 
1701320273
23-18N- 6W
16-14N- 5W
24-14N- 6W
7-17N- 6W 
22-15N- 5W
22-14N- 5W
15-14N- 5W
14-17N- 6W
34-14N- 5W
32-18N- 7W
24-14N- 5W
19-14N- 5W
10-17N- 7W
8-16N- 8W
11-17N- 7W
16-15N- 4W
16-16N- 7W
16-17N- 7W
1-14N- 5W
20-14N- 5W
28-15N- 9W
15-14N- 5W
19-14N- 5W
30-14N- 5W
33-14N- 5W
32-16N- 8W
6-14N- 4W
29-14N- 5W
14-16N-10W
5-15N- 8W 
28-14N- 5W
17-17N- 7W
Well ID Name No. Latitude Longitude TD KB API Number Location
508 MARTIN DEVELOPMENT 1 32.3460 93.2700 9213 264 1701320275 26-16N- 9W
509 ADAMS NOAH 1 32.3310 93.1980 6700 230 1701320276 33-16N- 8W
510 BLANKENSHIP "A" 1 32.1905 92.8560 9012 174 1701320277 14-14N- 5W
511 WOODWARD 1 32.2555 93.2880 10135 259 1701320278 27-15N- 9W
512 SKINNER 1 32.5320 92.9970 7819 283 1701320279 21-18N- 6W
513 BODCAW Cl 32.2160 93.1010 9498 273 1701320280 9-14N- 7W
514 LAC 1 32.1850 93.1295 9629 272 1701320281 19-14N- 7W
515 PULLIN 1 32.1920 92.9515 11330 244 1701320282 14-14N- 6W
516 PAYTON 1 32.1715 92.9410 8816 230 1701320283 25-14N- 6W
517 COLLINS 1 32.2250 93.1240 9900 224 1701320284 6-14N- 7W
518 TURNER 1 32.2040 92.8470 9000 181 1701320285 11-14N- 5W
519 HAYNESVILLE 32.5180 92.9940 7808 273 1701320286 28-18N- 6W
520 ROBBINS DON 1 32.2820 93.2990 10380 273 1701320289 16-15N- 9W
521 BODCAW "D" 1 32.2375 93.0895 9400 376 1701320290 33-15N- 7W
522 YST 1 32.1905 92.9150 9800 190 1701320291 18-14N- 5W
523 BODCAW #6-3 1 32.1578 92.9138 8816 240 1701320292 31-14N- 5W
524 LARD 1 32.1720 92.8390 8810 156 1701320293 25-14N- 5W
525 CONTINENTAL CAN 1 32.1860 92.9525 10700 188 1701320294 23-14N- 6W
526 LASTER 1 32.1875 93.1560 9800 234 1701320295 23-14N- 8W
527 BODCAW 1 32.2570 93.0230 10000 299 1701320296 30-15N- 6W
528 JONES A1 32.2320 93.1130 8950 293 1701320299 5-14N- 7W
529 COURTNEY 1 32.4820 93.0440 9800 324 1701320300 1-17N- 7W
530 CONTINENTAL CAN 32.1870 92.9670 9800 210 1701320301 22-14N- 6W
531 PAGE 1 32.1875 93.1170 9600 214 1701320302 20-14N- 7W
532 MASON ET AL 1 32.5370 93.1600 10000 238 1701320303 23-18N- 8W
533 LAWHON LAND CO. 1 32.3540 93.2120 10200 225 1701320304 20-16N- 8W
534 BAKER P 1 32.4680 93.0960 9993 246 1701320305 9-17N- 7W
535 FREY 1 32.1920 92.9425 9800 222 1701320307 13-14N- 6W
536 WOODARD-WALKER J1 32.2280 93.0920 9500 407 1701320308 4-14N- 7W
537 HOWCOTT 1 32.1725 93.1260 9605 303 1701320309 30-14N- 7W
538 HARPER 1 32.1860 92.9430 9800 244 1701320312 24-14N- 6W
539 KILPATRICK W. 1 32.1760 92.8370 10160 155 1701320313 24-14N- 5W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
540 EABE 1 32.1680
541 NIX ROBERT 1 32.2730
542 BODCAW 1 32.2310
543 EVANS DOROTHY 1 32.1690
544 CALDWELL ETAL 1 32.3075
545 WIGGINS W. 1 32.3380
546 WINFORD INVESTMENTS 1 32.3570
547 CONTINENTAL CAN CO B1 32.3910
548 WALTERS 1 32.4310
549 CONLY ENTERPRISES 1 32.2560
550 KIRKHAM 1 32.3440
551 KILPATRICK ET AL 1 32.3320
552 KEY 1 32.4740
553 MASON "A" 1 32.5330
554 SOUTHERN NAT GAS 1 32.4030
555 MOWER BROS. INC. 1 32.3723
556 CONT.CAN "B" 1 32.3265
557 CONTINENTAL CAN B2 32.3905
558 HAMNER 1 32.5410
559 BODCAW 1 32.3210
560 LA PACIFIC "H" 32.1770
561 LA PACIFIC "G" 1 32.1950
562 LOE ETAL 32.4010
563 SOUTHERN NAT GAS"A” 1 32.4040
564 BODCAW 32.3000
565 KENDRICK 1 32.5505
566 V.U.T. CONT'NL CAN 1 32.2850
567 BODCAW 32.3250
568 TOBIN 1 32.2880
569 AYERS 1 32.1580
570 HUNT,HODGE LBR. 1 32.2040
571 HUNT 1 32.3085
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.9560
93.0900
93.0825
93.1620
92.8680
93.2040 
93.2750
92.9870 
92.9820 
93.3460
93.2040 
93.2030 
93.1100 
93.1450 
93.0170 
93.2250 
92.9160 
92.9875 
92.9930 
93.0150 
92.9830 
92.9750 
92.9520 
93.0230 
93.0340 
93.1700
92.9870 
93.0220 
93.0320 
93.1320 
92.8310 
93.0375
9806 162
9518 274
9496 378
8026 181
9000 282
6612 233
9200 238
11680 281
9015 263
10500 274
6610 213
6005 245
10012 260
10010 233
9620 268
5906 330
8800 287
10031 278
12835 280
9278 278
4082 174
3103 174
11800 238
9750 309
9811 274
9100 212
9781 199
9830 306
10834 362
11102 209
9000 160
8342 269
1701320317
1701320318
1701320319
1701320322
1701320323
1701320327
1701320328
1701320329
1701320331
1701320332
1701320333 
1701320335 
1701320339 
1701320342
1701320344
1701320345
1701320346
1701320348
1701320349
1701320350
1701320352
1701320353
1701320354
1701320356
1701320357
1701320359
1701320360
1701320361
1701320363
1701320364
1701320368
1701320369
26-14N- 6W
21-15N- 7W
3-14N- 7W
26-14N- 8W
3-15N- 5W
28-16N- 8W
22-16N- 9W
9-16N- 6W
27-17N- 6W
25-15N-10W
28-16N- 8W
33-16N- 8W
8-17N- 7W
24-18N- 8W
5-16N- 6W
18-16N- 8W
31-16N- 5W
9-16N- 6W
16-18N- 6W
32-16N- 6W
21-14N- 6W
15-14N- 6W
2-16N- 6W
6-16N- 6W
7-15N- 6W
14-18N- 8W
16-15N- 6W 
31-16N- 6W
18-15N- 6W
31-14N- 7W
12-14N- 5W
1-15N- 7W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
572 BARDIN 1 32.3830
573 ROCHELLE 1 32.4810
574 MERRITT A1 32.4625
575 WILLIAMETTE 1 32.1550
576 BODCAW 32.3090
577 CONT. LBR. 7-3 32.3880
578 CONT GROUP 6-2 1 32.3990
579 CARTER 1 32.4770
580 BAKER 1 32.3840
581 CRAWFORD 12-4 1 32.3840
582 CONT GROUP 6-1 1 32.4010
583 CONTINENTAL GP 7-1 1 32.3890
584 HAMNER RUBY FOSTER A1 32.5340
585 ALL & R INC. 2-4 1 32.4010
586 BRIMER 6-3 1 32.3980
587 TALBERT 1 32.5150
588 PIPES 1 32.4510
589 CRAWLEY "A" 1 32.4230
590 KENDRICK ET AL 1 32.5430
591 CONTINENTAL GP 5-1 1 32.3920
592 STREETMAN 32.4330
593 2-6 CONTINENTAL GRP 32.3930
594 WOODARD-WALKER "L" 1 32.4770
595 LESTER 1 32.3830
596 BUTLER 1 32.4260
597 CONTINENTAL #33-1 1 32.2410
598 POLAND 34-2 1 32.4080
599 CONT GROUP #11-1 1 32.3910
600 HARRISON 2-5 32.3960
601 KENDRICK "A" 1 32.5340
602 WHITE, E. 1 32.2725
603 SOUTHERN NAT. FEE 2 32.3700
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
93.0055
93.0255
93.0350
93.1790
93.0100
92.9200
92.9260
93.1280
93.3435
92.9380
92.9310
92.9320
92.9920
92.9540 
92.9170 
92.8970 
92.9080 
92.9110 
93.0110 
92.8990 
93.0530
92.9540 
93.1470 
93.3380 
93.0300 
92.7810 
92.9690 
92.9640 
92.9620 
93.0070 
93.0325 
92.9410
12550 276
10045 328
9550 262
3305 145
14444 288
7200 352
7090 352
10014 225
11123 193
7030 284
6960 288
7080 360
8006 308
6710 224
7110 283
13442 336
8300 299
8200 273
8200 317
7290 340
9500 301
6760 217
10000 224
8429 198
9110 299
9081 170
6890 230
6790 201
6726 217
8514 268
9800 316
9200 293
1701320370
1701320374
1701320375
1701320376
1701320377
1701320378
1701320380
1701320381
1701320382
1701320383
1701320384
1701320385 
1701320390 
1701320401 
1701320403
1701320405
1701320406
1701320407
1701320408
1701320409
1701320410 
1701320413
1701320418
1701320419
1701320422
1701320423 
1701320434 
1701320439
1701320441
1701320442
1701320443 
1701320447
8-16N- 6W
6-17N- 6W
18-17N- 6W
34-14N- 8W
5-15N- 6W
7-16N- 5W
6-16N- 5W
7-17N- 7W 
12-16N-10W
12-16N- 6W
6-16N- 5W
7-16N- 5W
21-18N- 6W
2-16N- 6W
6-16N- 5W
28-18N- 5W
17-17N- 5W
29-17N- 5W
17-18N- 6W
5-16N- 5W
25-17N- 7W
2-16N- 6W
12-17N- 8W
7-16N- 9W
30-17N- 6W
33-15N- 4W
34-17N- 6W
11-16N- 6W
2-16N- 6W
20-18N- 6W
19-15N- 6W
13-16N- 6W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
604 CONT#L CAN CO. "E" 1 32.4810
605 JORDAN ETAL 12-1 1 32.3910
606 LOE,F. 2-2 1 32.4050
607 KENDRICK 1 32.5480
608 SPRAWLS 1 32.2960
609 MARSALIS ETAL 1 32.4610
610 STRICKLAND 1 32.5550
611 6-4 1 32.3940
612 CONTINENTAL CAN 32.3870
613 CONT. CAN CO. 1 32.3870
614 CON CAN D1 32.3160
615 CONTINENTAL GRP 1-2 1 32.3990
616 CONTINENTAL 31-1 1 32.5035
617 WOODARD ESTATE 1 32.2370
618 CONCAN S2 32.1720
619 CUMMINGS 32.4120
620 FREY B1 32.1900
621 PARDEE A1 32 .2670
622 CRAWFORD 1 32.5160
623 FORD 1 32.3730
624 STEWART "E" 1 32.4120
625 WOODARD-WALKER M 1 32.3830
626 WOODARD-WALKER "C" 1 32.4770
627 CONTINENTAL GROUP 1 32.1570
628 WOODARD-WALKER 1 32.5020
629 CON CAN Cl 32.3240
630 WOODS 1-5 1 32.3930
631 JORDAN 1-4 1 32.3940
632 LOWERY 12-5 1 32.3790
633 DAVIS BROS. "K" 1 32.3920
634 BUTLER 1 32.5110
635 GRAVEY 1 32.3890
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
93.0090
92.9460
92.9550
92.9790
92.9980
93.0640
93.0080
92.9270
92.8820
92.8150
92.9240
92.9390
93.0255
93.2450
92.8730
92.9380
92.8290
93.0950
93.1350
92.9740
93.1230
93.1090
93.1580
92.8540
93.0170
92.9290
92.9430
92.9500
92.9450
92.7820
93.0150
93.2730
10106 459
6870 228
6800 240
8435 367
7000 203
9512 238
10003 326
7123 230
9300 368
8300 206
8900 290
6830 220
9984 356
6900 178
8900 171
10150 253
8900 160
3750 245
9920 249
9002 221
10500 291
9705 285
10137 191
9000 168
10154 330
8000 320
6860 254
6810 227
7000 233
8351 222
8104 290
10850 270
1701320448
1701320450
1701320451
1701320452 
1701320456 
1701320461
1701320463
1701320464 
1701320467
1701320471
1701320472
1701320473
1701320475
1701320476
1701320477
1701320478
1701320479
1701320480
1701320482
1701320483
1701320487
1701320488
1701320489
1701320490
1701320491
1701320492
1701320497
1701320498
1701320501
1701320502
1701320503
1701320504
5-17N- 6W
12-16N- 6W
2-16N- 6W
15-18N- 6W
9-15N- 6W
14-17N- 7W
8-18N- 6W
6-16N- 5W
7-16N- 5W
7-16N- 4W
6-15N- 5W 
1-16N- 6W
31-18N- 6W 
36-15N- 9W
27-14N- 5W
36-17N- 6W
13-14N- 5W
21-15N- 7W
7-16N- 7W
15-16N- 6W
31-17N- 7W
8-16N- 7W
11-17N- 8W
35-14N- 5W
32-18N- 6W 
31-16N- 5W
1-16N- 6W
1-16N- 6W
12-16N- 6W
4-16N- 4W
29-18N- 6W
11-16N- 9W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
636 CONTINENTAL GROUP 1 32.1770
637 PARDEE B1 32.1575
638 IPB LBN LUC 32.2835
639 FOWLER 1 32.2510
640 MANGHAM 1 32.3755
641 CONT'L CAN 32.4190
642 SALTER 1 32.4385
643 HOLLAND UNIT "M" 1 32.3720
644 HOLLEY 1 32.4820
645 HAMNER 1 32.4860
646 BABERS 1 32.3110
647 SMITH, F.F. 1 32.3910
648 SMITH HRS D1 32.4190
649 LAWHON LAND CO. 1 32.3685
650 DAVIS BROS LBR J1 32.3775
651 HAMNER EST. A 1 32.4190
652 CONT CAN CO 32.1970
653 BAKER "H" 1 32.4900
654 WOODARD-WALKER N1 32.4770
655 CON CAN XI 32.4475
656 MERRITT "D" 32.4610
657 MERRITT B1 32.5185
658 SUTTON BROS. B1 32.4330
659 STARK"B" 32.4900
660 CANDLER 1 32.5110
661 PARDEE B1 32.3600
662 PARDEE B2 32.3240
663 BOYET 1 32.3325
664 I. P. B. 1 32.3970
665 NOMIE NAMIE 1 32.5140
666 GRESHAM JR. B1 32.3380
667 CONT'L CAN CO. 1 32.3870
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.8240 
92.9500 
93.04X5 
93.0770 
93.3200 
93.0350 
93.0765 
92.8485 
93.0620 
93.0795 
93.0220
92.8240 
93.0675
93.1750 
92.8025 
93.0425 
92.8470 
93.0095 
93.1345 
93.0660 
93.0850 
93.1225 
93.0865 
93.1500 
92.9820
93.1750 
93.1300 
93.3350 
93.1025 
93.0290 
92.9870 
93.1595
9010 143
10000 154
11343 313
11808 254
8865 253
9500 286
9935 325
10008 228
10000 287
10000 272
11240 258
8317 210
11000 265
11545 198
8500 224
9800 278
9200 199
8500 419
9600 199
10200 294
10302 253
10000 209
10750 304
9820 235
9000 404
3585 165
4153 213
10405 291
10013 276
8515 314
9800 288
9700 177
1701320505
1701320506
1701320507
1701320508
1701320509
1701320510
1701320511
1701320513
1701320514
1701320515
1701320516
1701320517
1701320518
1701320519
1701320520
1701320521
1701320522
1701320524
1701320525
1701320526
1701320527
1701320528
1701320529
1701320531
1701320532
1701320533
1701320534
1701320535
1701320536
1701320537
1701320538
1701320539
19-14N- 4W
35-14N- 6W
13-15N- 7W
27-15N- 7W
17-16N- 9W
31-17N- 6W
22-17N- 7W
14-16N- 5W
2-17N- 7W
3-17N- 7W
7-15N- 6W
6-16N- 4W
35-17N- 7W
15-16N- 8W
8-16N- 4W
36-17N- 7W
14-14N- 5W
5-17N- 6W
7-17N- 7W
23-17N- 7W
15-17N- 7W
29-18N- 7W
27-17N- 7W
1-17N- 8W
27-18N- 6W
22-16N- 8W
31-16N- 7W
31-16N- 9W
4-16N- 7W
30-18N- 6W
28-16N- 6W
11-16N- 8W
Well ID Name No. Latitude
668 LOE 1 32.3080
669 CON CAN 4 32.4010
670 PARDEE B3 32.3355
671 PARDEE"B" 4 32.3305
672 DAVIS BROS LBR 1 32.3255
673 ROBERSON »C" 1 32.4325
674 THURMOND EST. 1 32.4350
675 CONT. CAN CO. 5 32.4675
676 MERRITT 2 32.4530
677 BAKER LAND 1 32.3740
678 CONT GROUP "J" 1 32.2690
679 WHATLEY 1 32.5130
680 CONT'L HODGE 1 32.2505
681 MADDEN HEIRS 1 32.4050
682 NIX 1 32.3095
683 HOUGH ETAL 1 32.5780
684 KENDRICK 1 32.5730
685 ALEXANDER 2 32.3860
686 WILLAMETTE 2 32.2940
687 JEAN 1 32.4100
688 MILNER HEIRS 1 32.5790
689 MERRITT 1 32.5135
690 CARTER HEIRS A1 32.4390
691 CONT'L CANf,YM 1 32.3830
692 BUTLER ET UX 1 32.3280
693 WATTS 1 32.3625
694 CONT' L CAN H2 32.3905
695 PIERCE 2 32.3870
696 WILLAMETTE IND. 1 32.3740
697 CONT GROUP "K" 1 32.1510
698 VERNON 1 32.3800
699 LONG 1 32.3695
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.8210
92.9510
93.1640
93.1015
92.7950
93.0645
93.0425
93.0175
93.0520
93.0480
92.7900
92.9910
92.7840
93.0355
93.1930
93.1350
93.1155
93.1440
93.0745
93.0525 
93.1370 
93.0875
93.0525 
93.1025 
92.8705 
92.9025 
93.1310 
93.1285 
93.0580 
92.9430 
92.8230 
92.8460
12631 245
7400 219
3830 161
4071 231
10252 321
9800 302
9819 280
9500 358
9805 254
11050 325
8230 241
8514 357
8670 179
10000 347
6410 175
3000 284
3000 297
9804 214
9965 244
10273 253
2920 296
3406 305
9199 277
9588 246
8700 270
8500 302
10200 247
9900 240
10618 272
3114 223
7100 288
8250 226
1701320540
1701320542
1701320543
1701320544
1701320545
1701320546
1701320548
1701320549 
1701320551 
1701320554
1701320556
1701320557
1701320559
1701320560
1701320561
1701320562
1701320563
1701320565
1701320566
1701320567
1701320568
1701320569
1701320570
1701320571
1701320573
1701320574
1701320575
1701320576
1701320577
1701320578
1701320579
1701320580
6-15N- 4W
1-16N- 6W
35-16N- 8W
28-16N- 7W
32-16N- 4W
26-17N- 7W
25-17N- 7W
8-17N- 6W
13-17N- 7W
13-16N- 7W
21-15N- 4W
28-18N- 6W
28-15N- 4W
6-16N- 6W
4-15N- 8W
6-18N- 7W
5-18N- 7W
12-16N- 8W
34-17N- 7W
36-17N- 7W
6-18N- 7W
27-18N- 7W
24-17N- 7W
9-16N- 7W
34-16N- 5W
17-16N- 5W
2-16N- 7W
7-16N- 7W
14-16N- 7W 
1-16N- 6W
7-16N- 4W
14-16N- 5W
Well ID Name No. Latitude Longitude TD KB API Number Location
700 CONT'L CAN 2 32.3860
701 WHITE 1 32.1835
702 WILLAMETTE 1 32.3680
703 MANGUM, N.W. 1 32.3770
704 FREY 1 32.1602
705 WILLIS, T.J. 1 32.5170
706 CON.CAN"L" 1 32.3275
707 GASKINS 1 32.3765
708 PLACID ET AL 1 32.3765
709 RHODES-HOSS 1 32.4960
710 BMA 1 32.3450
711 WILLIAMETTE 1-10 1 32.3880
712 CON CAN 1 32.2675
713 SMITH"E" 1 32.3860
714 GRIGG 1 32.1815
715 WILLIAMETTE "C» 1 32.4090
716 CUMMINGS,O "A" 1 32.4280
717 HICKMAN 1 32.1520
718 BEST 1 32.4140
719 BEARD HRS. 1 32.4045
720 COX "B" 1 32.4335
721 SMITH 1 32.3500
722 WILLAMETTE 1 32.2415
723 MCCONATHY 1 32.4245
724 BURNS ET AL 1 32.5690
725 LA. HUNT 1 32.3720
726 C0NLY 1 32.2440
727 CARTER "B" 1 32.4820
728 COLE "E" 1 32.4920
729 WILLAMETTE 2 32.3770
730 CONLY 2 32.2440
731 ROBINSON "A" 1 32.2185
8195 7150 243 1701320581 7-16N- 4W
1460 12000 228 1701320582 24-14N- 8W
2750 6080 250 1701320584 15-16N- 9W
8325 8300 264 1701320585 12-16N- 5W
1890 1610 136 1701320586 33-14N- 8W
1080 7500 223 1701320587 29-18N- 7W
9475 7900 235 1701320588 36-16N- 6W
8260 7200 284 1701320589 7-16N- 4W
1205 9698 346 1701320590 17-16N- 7W
0800 8496 332 1701320591 34-18N- 7W
2825 3118 259 1701320592 27-16N- 9W
0840 9500 229 1701320593 10-16N- 7W
7880 3460 191 1701320594 21-15N- 4W
1200 9650 276 1701320595 8-16N- 7W
1690 3353 190 1701320596 23-14N- 8W
1020 9457 311 1701320597 33-17N- 7W
0520 9750 314 1701320598 25-17N- 7W
1540 1620 203 1701320600 35-14N- 8W
0340 9604 304 1701320601 31-17N- 6W
0430 10300 314 1701320603 1-16N- 7W
0915 10200 269 1701320604 28-17N- 7W
2820 3050 243 1701320605 27-16N- 9W
9725 10316 185 1701320606 34-15N- 6W
0695 9900 249 1701320607 26-17N- 7W
9860 8372 307 1701320609 3-18N- 6W
1260 9760 360 1701320611 18-16N- 7W
3830 3100 195 1701320612 37-15N-10W
1300 6200 221 1701320613 6-17N- 7W
0740 10000 322 1701320615 3-17N- 7W
0860 9750 251 1701320616 15-16N- 7W
3840 2970 225 1701320617 37-15N-10W
8450 8750 221 1701320618 2-14N- 5W
92
93
93
92
93
93
92
92
93
93
93
93
92
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
92
93
92
93
93
93
93
93
93
92
Well ID Name No. Latitude
732 PLACID ET AL 1 32.1580
733 MILLER "B" 1 32.3500
734 CONLY 1 32.2520
735 FEDERAL LND BNK 1 32.3990
736 CALDWELL 1 32.3630
737 MALONE HEIRS 1 32.3590
738 RYAN 1 32.4080
739 WALKER "D" 32.5140
740 PARDEE 1 32.1610
741 WILLIAMETTE 1 32.1750
742 KMI 1 32.3970
743 ROGERS 1 32.3620
744 ROGERS 1 32.1570
745 HASSELL 32.4210
746 DAVIS "S" (D5) 32.5120
747 CONLEY 1 32.2450
748 KELLEY 1 32.2320
749 ROGERS 32.3750
750 JORDAN 12 1 32.3890
751 WALKER C ("D") 32.4900
752 LAWHON LD 1 32.4990
753 LA PACIFIC 1 32.1810
754 KMI 1 32.3910
755 KMI ROYALTY 1 32.3770
756 WALKER K 32.5140
757 HAMNER 1 32.4990
758 WILLAMETTE IND 1 32.1540
759 CONT. CAN CO. E3 32.4070
760 CITIES SERVICE 1 32.4510
761 WILSON 1 32.3850
762 WOODARD "B" 2 32.5210
763 PONDER, W.E. 1 32.2080
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
92.9220 
92.9000 
93.3855 
92.9330 
92.8480 
92.8270 
93.2510 
93.1410 
92.9500 
93.1400 
92.9380 
93.2690 
92.9340 
93.0200 
93.1690 
93.3830 
93.0870 
93.2800 
92.9410 
93.1440 
93.1680 
92.9650 
93.0420 
93.1520 
93.1590 
93.1100 
92.9470 
93.0880 
93.0210 
93.2950 
93.1420 
92.9350
9200 220
8400 329
2975 230
9100 274
8500 252
9200 230
6012 285
10000 200
8865 159
4600 163
9017 305
4980 256
9075 220
9514 357
10701 200
3496 188
3800 370
5990 222
8388 298
10170 206
9819 178
8662 157
10211 332
9808 176
9520 243
9218 275
9020 158
9750 286
9200 325
4990 287
10170 226
10914 242
1701320620
1701320622
1701320623
1701320625
1701320626
1701320627
1701320629
1701320630
1701320631
1701320632
1701320633
1701320634
1701320636
1701320637
1701320638
1701320639
1701320640
1701320641
1701320642
1701320643
1701320644 
1701320646
1701320648
1701320649
1701320650
1701320651
1701320653
1701320654
1701320655
1701320657
1701320658
1701320659
31-14N- 5W
20-16N- 5W
27-15N-10W
6-16N- 5W
14-16N- 5W
19-16N- 4W
1-16N- 9W
25-18N- 8W
26-14N- 6W
25-14N- 8W
1-16N- 6W
23-16N- 9W
36-14N- 6W
32-17N- 6W
26-18N- 8W
37-15N-10W
4-14N- 7W
15-16N- 9W 
12-16N- 6W
1-17N- 8W
14-16N- 8W
22-14N- 6W
12-16N- 7W
13-16N- 8W
26-18N- 8W
32-18N- 7W
35-14N- 6W
3-16N- 7W
18-17N- 6W
9-16N- 9W
25-18N- 8W
12-14N- 6W
Well ID Name No. Latitude Longitude TD KB API Number Location
764 HARRISON PROP. 1 32.3190 92
765 KMI 1 32.3800 93
766 OZLEY,L 1 32.4640 92
767 WOODS 1 32.2040 92
768 KMI 23 1 32.4440 92
769 PEOPLES "A" 1 32.1820 92
770 BOURQUIN 1 32.1870 92
771 PLACID FEE 1 32.3490 93
772 STARK "B" 4 32.4980 93
773 HINTON "C" 1 32.4030 92
774 LAWHON LD. 2 32.3730 93
775 DAVIES ET AL "A" 1 32.1930 92
776 WILLAMETTE 1 32.3610 93
777 OZLEY, L. 2 32.4590 92
778 HARRISON "2" 1 32.4040 92
779 PYLES, J.S JR. 1 32.3710 92
780 ROWELL 1 32.3680 93
781 ALLISON "F" 1 32.4240 92
782 KMI ROYALTY "D" 1 32.2040 92
783 BAKER "P" 2 32.4780 93
784 MARTIN TBR. 1 32.3490 93
785 PLACID OIL ET AL 1 32.1740 92
786 MCGEE 2 32.4000 92
787 WALKER 3 32.5130 93
788 CRAWLEY 1 32.4240 92
789 EMERSON,H H 1 32.4470 92
790 MERRITT "C" 1 32.5175 93
791 WALLACE 1 32.1980 93
792 LAWHON LD 4 32.3620 93
793 PLACID "D" 1 32.1570 92
794 WALKER,K 3 32.5070 93
795 KMI CONT ROYALTY 1 32.3950 92
8300 211 1701320660 35-16N- 6W
10021 210 1701320661 11-16N- 8W
10520 376 1701320662 12-17N- 6W
8738 183 1701320663 11-14N- 5W
9042 322 1701320665 23-17N- 6W
10100 199 1701320666 23-14N- 5W
8800 192 1701320667 24-14N- 6W
9818 269 1701320668 27-16N- 7W
10100 214 1701320669 36-18N- 8W
9588 304 1701320670 3-16N- 5W
10500 199 1701320671 15-16N- 8W
9850 239 1701320673 16-14N- 5W
10400 183 1701320674 23-16N- 8W
9964 286 1701320676 13-17N- 6W
11800 233 1701320677 2-16N- 6W
9490 273 1701320678 18—16N— 4W
5990 242 1701320681 14-16N- 9W
9000 333 1701320682 7-16N- 5W
10050 210 1701320683 10-14N- 5W
10001 227 1701320684 9-17N- 7W
4950 196 1701320686 26-16N- 9W
8964 159 1701320687 26-14N- 6W
11850 240 1701320688 3-16N- 6W
10200 207 1701320689 30-18N- 7W
9493 244 1701320691 30-17N- 5W
9662 315 1701320694 24-17N- 6W
10500 210 1701320695 30-18N- 7W
5930 254 1701320696 18-14N- 7W
10412 176 1701320697 22-16N- 8W
10015 205 1701320698 32-14N- 5W
9908 233 1701320699 35-18N- 8W
11770 223 1701320700 2-16N- 6W
9650
1570
9370
8560
9540
8550
9450
0720
1510
8750
1750
8800
1680
9430
9610
8210
2680
9125
8640
0900
2590
9630
9730
1340
9190
9490
1310
1290
1790
9010
1600
9540
122
Well ID Name No. Latitude
796 COPELAND "C" 1 32.5280
797 SONAT 1 32.4055
798 THACKER 1 32.1900
799 HARRISON,J F 3 32.4030
800 CRAWLEY,L "A'' 1 32.4180
801 STEWART ME" 1 32.4450
802 MARSALIS "B" 1 32.4670
803 ROBINSON 1 32.1980
804 POOLE,O 5 32.3950
805 OUZTS "B" 1 32.5040
806 PEOPLES "D" 1 32.1900
807 KMI ROYALTY D 2 32.2120
808 JORDAN,J L ET AL 1 32.4245
809 LOE,T A HRS 1 32.4080
810 OZLEY 1 32.4630
811 PLACID FEE 22 1 32.3590
812 CON CAN 3 32.4540
813 KMI ROYALTY "S" 2 32.3770
814 MASON,D "B" 1 32.5330
815 WALKER "D" 4 32.5070
816 MILES "E" 1 32.4810
817 BORDELON 1 32.4390
818 LAWHON LD 2 32.3530
819 OZLEY,L 3 32.4240
820 SOUR,A 1 32.4120
821 FUTCH 1 32.4320
822 SMITH "SS" 1 32.5000
823 EVANS HRS 1 32.1970
824 CON CAN Q2 32.4520
825 WOODARD "C" 5 32.5198
826 PLUNKETT 1 32.2050
827 PIPES,G 1 32.4375
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
93.1490
93.0195
92.9490
92.9620 
92.9190 
93.0000 
93.0690 
92.8580 
92.9650 
93.1200 
92.8750 
92.8560 
92.9115
92.9620 
92.9500
93.0760 
93.0160 
93.1599 
93.1635 
93.1430
93.0760 
93.0325 
93.2120 
92.9120 
92.9420 
92.9380 
93.1310 
92.9690 
92.9720 
93.1620 
92.9470 
92.9230
10150 280
9714 306
8250 173
4302 221
9600 309
10116 331
10205 295
9915 182
10926 239
10129 267
10100 178
10000 162
9650 246
11168 282
10500 294
10017 289
9899 340
10770 181
10195 250
9962 207
9280 305
9214 282
9475 221
9320 318
12300 238
11400 243
11890 246
10063 210
10500 433
9550 245
10300 280
9633 263
1701320701
1701320702
1701320704
1701320705
1701320706
1701320707
1701320708
1701320709 
1701320712 
1701320714
1701320716
1701320717
1701320718
1701320719
1701320720
1701320722
1701320723
1701320724
1701320725
1701320727
1701320728
1701320729
1701320731
1701320732
1701320733
1701320736
1701320737
1701320738
1701320739
1701320740
1701320741
1701320742
24-18N- 8W
5-16N- 6W
14-14N- 6W
2-16N- 6W
31-17N- 5W
21-17N- 6W
11-17N- 7W
14-14N- 5W
2-16N- 6W
32-18N- 7W
17-14N- 5W
11-14N- 5W
29-17N- 5W
35-17N- 6W
14-17N- 6W
22-16N- 7W
17-17N- 6W
14-16N- 8W
24-18N- 8W
36-18N- 8W
3-17N- 7W
19-17N- 6W
20-16N- 8W
11-17N- 6W
36-17N- 6W
25-17N- 6W
31-18N- 7W
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Well ID Name No. Latitude
828 PLACID "C" 1 32.3620
829 LAWHON LD 10-1 1 32.3800
830 THRASH "B" 1 32.4330
831 BLACKWOOD LAND 1 32.2430
832 LA MINERALS LTD 7 1 32.4649
833 PLACID FEE 22 2 32.3630
834 LA MINERALS LTD 1 32.2050
835 SMELLEY,W G "A" 2 32.3630
836 ROBINSON 1 32.2320
837 WILLAMETTE "C" 2 32.4135
838 MASON "C" 1 32.5130
839 PLACID FEE 1 32.1770
840 BROWN,H 1 32.4675
841 ROGERS,W E 1 32.5430
842 KMI CONT ROYALTY 1 32.3040
843 WIMBERLY 1 32.2510
844 EVANS,T 1 32.2005
845 CUMMINGS,D R 2 32.4280
846 WILLIS "C" 1 32.1640
847 ROBINSON,G R "A" 2 32.2190
848 ROBINSON 1 32.2390
849 MOSLEY HRS 1 32.4235
850 WYATT LD 1 32.1920
851 DAVIS ET AL 1 32.4445
852 PLACID FEE 16 1 32.3780
853 SHAFFER 1 32.5040
854 LA LD/MIN 22 1 32.2700
855 PLACID "D" 2 32.1830
856 EVANS HRS 2 32.1980
857 DUNCAN 1 32.4020
858 COPELAND "D" 1 32.5245
859 BOYD SMITH 1 32.3815
Longitude TD KB API Number Location
93.1410 10740 359 1701320743 24-16N- 8W
93.1720 11200 188 1701320745 10-16N- 8W
92.9930 9500 272 1701320747 28-17N- 6W
93.1760 3000 187 1701320748 34-15N- 8W
92.9225 10320 310 1701320750 7-17N- 5W
93.0780 11517 262 1701320751 22-16N- 7W
92.9660 10367 217 1701320753 10-14N- 6W
92.8220 12640 225 1701320754 18-16N- 4W
92.8380 9517 182 1701320758 36-15N- 5W
93.0890 9836 318 1701320759 34-17N- 7W
93.1500 9790 262 1701320760 25-18N- 8W
92.9325 9710 221 1701320761 24-14N- 6W
92.9120 9804 327 1701320762 8-17N- 5W
93.0225 8500 306 1701320763 18-18N- 6W
92.9145 9700 261 1701320764 7-15N- 5W
93.3000 5250 267 1701320766 28-15N- 9W
92.9640 9075 240 1701320767 14-14N- 6W
93.0175 9100 351 1701320768 29-17N- 6W
92.9770 9100 182 1701320769 27-14N- 6W
92.8530 10085 205 1701320770 2-14N- 5W
92.8210 8950 228 1701320771 31-15N- 4W
92.9715 10540 287 1701320772 27-17N- 6W
92.9550 9850 198 1701320774 14-14N- 6W
92.9125 9900 255 1701320775 20-17N- 5W
93.0820 10187 201 1701320776 16-16N- 7W
93.1125 10078 301 1701320780 32-18N- 7W
92.8750 11017 233 1701320781 22-15N- 5W
92.9040 8900 184 1701320782 20-14N- 5W
92.9660 9172 218 1701320783 15-14N- 6W
92.9125 9700 320 1701320784 5-16N- 5W
93.1740 10300 237 1701320786 24-18N- 8W
93.1175 9617 316 1701320787 8-16N- 7W 124
Well ID Name
1
•O55 Latitude Longitude TD KB API Number Location
860 CARTER HRS "C" 1 32.4710 93.1365 10108 218 1701320788 7-17N- 7W
861 HARRISON J 4 32.3870 92.9310 9750 224 1701320790 2-16N- 6W
862 SMITH "TT" 1 32.4975 93.1355 10513 222 1701320791 31-18N- 7W
863 THRASHER "A" 1 32.4110 93.0425 10300 311 1701320792 36-17N- 7W
864 MERRITT,E W 3 32.4535 93.0460 10370 309 1701320793 13-17N- 7W
865 LOE "B" 1 32.4130 92.9600 10900 267 1701320794 35-17N- 6W
866 VERNON "A" 1 32.3630 92.8370 11086 236 1701320795 13-16N- 5W
867 MARTIN TBR 1 32.3900 93.1920 12345 229 1701320796 9-16N- 8W
868 WALKER "K" 4 32.5030 93.1510 10000 220 1701320797 36-18N- 8W
869 IPB LBN LUC 4 32.3150 93.0325 9454 278 1701320799 6-15N- 6W
870 IPB LBN LUC 5 32.2875 93.0480 9200 284 1701320800 13-15N- 7W
871 BURNS "F" 1 32.2500 92.7875 8376 179 1701320802 28-15N- 4W
872 POOLE "A" 1 32.3975 92.9795 11070 276 1701320803 3-16N- 6W
873 STARK "B" 5 32.4905 93.1575 10616 214 1701320804 2-17N- 8W
874 LYLES "A" 1 32.4665 93.1220 10000 235 1701320806 8-17N- 7W
875 LOE "B" 2 32.4130 92.9550 7700 265 1701320807 35-17N- 6W
876 PIPES,G 19 2 32.4375 92.9275 9600 254 1701320808 19-17N- 5W
877 DAVIS ETAL 2 32.4370 92.9315 9769 254 1701320809 20-17N- 5W
878 THOMAS,R P 1 32.5030 93.1290 10000 256 1701320812 31-18N- 7W
879 LA MINERALS "A" 1 32.3910 92.9645 11093 242 1701320813 11-16N- 6W
880 CUMMINGS 1 32.4230 92.9435 10400 234 1701320815 25-17N- 6W
881 LA MINERALS 1 32.2620 92.7925 8275 204 1701320818 21-15N- 4W
882 WILLAMETTE 1 32.2090 93.0050 9000 242 1701320819 8-14N- 6W
883 POOLE "B" 1 32.4040 92.9035 10800 258 1701320820 3-16N- 6W
884 MCGEE "A" 1 32.3990 92.9755 7600 223 1701320822 3-16N- 6W
885 SMITH "F" 1 32.3820 93.0970 13026 228 1701320824 9-16N- 7W
886 MAYFIELD,L T 1 32.1940 92.9295 9115 235 1701320825 13-14N- 6W
887 ARCHIE,J 1 32.5140 92.9375 9414 480 1701320826 25-18N- 6W
888 WILLAMETTE 1 32.1749 93.1355 5900 175 1701320827 30-14N- 7W
889 WILLAMETTE "E" 1 32.3455 93.1670 10310 174 1701320832 26-16N- 8W
890 LOCKE 1 32.3090 93.3950 5404 184 1701360002 9-15N-10W
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PLATE VIII
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